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fwltortal Stcrstarj't orflil

WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight and Thursday Cloudy;
Rain or Snow

VOL. XXX1.I

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It'a 80
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city, affix their names to the petition
and if those who object to the pav
ing are in the minority, the council
can grant the request. When the
contracts for paving are let, the property owners, bearing the expense
on a pro rata basis, pay the bill.
This can be done In yearly payments
annexed to the taxes or in a lump
sum.
Under this plan it is not really
BY A VOTE OF 46 TO 40 HE IS
"up to" the council to begin a pav
TO HAVE BEEN
ing movement. It rests with those
who desire paving. It gome of the ad
LEGALLY ELECTED
vocates of paving prepare the proper
petitions, and It Is rumored they may
CULLOM STOOD BY HIS MATE do so, the council doubtless will take
who support
quick action. Those
should
it
be
laid before
paving
say
CLAIMED
BALLOT
BOTH SIDES
me sewer is constructed in order
OF VETERAN COLLEAGUE OF
that It may not be necessary to tear
ACCUSED STATESMAN
It up to lay the pipes.

LORIMER WINS;

GERMANY WANTS

SENATE FIGHT

TO SHARE IN

AT AN END

RECIPROCITY

workers for New Mexico's welfare are
in Washington using their Influence
toward hurrying action on New Mex
ico's constitution so that it may be
approved before congress adjourns
Saturday.
DARING EXPRESS ROBBERY
St. Louis, March 1. Two masked

1, 191

CITY EDITION

1

HARRISON AND

RAILWAY OFFICIAL

ASSAULTED

FORMER DANKER

SanU Barbara', Calif, March 1.
The only Incident of the conference
between President R. S. Lovett of
the Southern Pacific, and President E.
P. Ripley, of the SanU Fe, was when,
upon the departure of the Lovett par
ty for San Francisco late yesterday J,
TO
U Dodd, superintendent of the San
Joaquin division, was attacked by a
The beggar, upon belnx re
OUTCOME
OF MAYORALTY
PRI beggar.
fused money, attacked Mr. Dodd vl JOSEPH G. ROBIN ADMITS LOOT
MARY IN CHICAGO
WAS
ING SAVINGS BANK OF WHICH
ciously, striking him over the head
RATHER UNEXPECTED
HE WAS PRESIDENT
witn a cane and felling him. The
scene occurred at the depot and both
GRAHAM'S DEFEAT SURPRISE Mr. Lovett and Mr. Ripley rushed to JURY HAD BEEN SELECTED
the rescue of Mr. Dodd. The assailant
was placed under arrest. Mr. Dodd
HE WAS FAVORITE IN BETTING did not suffer
TO SURPRISE OF COURT THE AC
any serious Injury.
OVER THE OTHER TWO DEMOCUSED MAN CONFESSED AT

MERRIAM ARE

PLEADS GUILTY

NOMINATED

THEFT

and heavily armed robbers held up
an express car on an Iron Mountain
AT BERLIN MAK train within
GOVERNMENT
the city limits last night
ING INQUIRIES REGARDING
escaping with several packages and
CANADIAN PACT
the money box which they removed
from the safe after binding and gagging the messenger, M. M. Roberts.
MAY CANCEL OWN TREATY
mat tne train rowers obtained a
large amount ot money is believed,
THS RESULT PROBABLE IF THE though no approximation of the sum
has been obtained. The bandits boardUNITED STATES TURNS
ed the train at Ivory station, in the
ITS REQUEST
CRATIC CANDIDATES
LAST MOMENT
southern part of the city and leaped
NEGRO GETS GOOD JOB
off when the train slowed down at
Washington, March 1. President
MINORS CAN'T SMOKE
AN EXCLUSIVE AGREEMENT lower Grove station.
LINE UP ON THE ROLL CALL
DUNNE MADE GREAT RACE Taft has nominated W. H. Lewis, of FRENZIED FINANCE GOT HIM
1.
March
The state
Olympia, Wash,
Boston, a negro, to be an assistant
senate passed a Dill yesterday making
attorney general of the department
LEGALIZING SUNDAY BASEBALL
AND INSURGENTS, It a misdemeanor for any person un-- WASHINGTON ANNOUNCES THAT
DEMOCRATS
HE GAVE
EXECUTIVE of
justice. This is the first time that WHEN CRASH CAME, THREE BIG
1. By
March
Columbus,
the
O.,
OTHER POWERS CAN'T
WITH FEW EXCEPTIONS, WERE der the age of twenty-on- e
MIGHTY CLOSE
years to
RUN FOR
NEW YORK INSTITUTIONS
a negro has been named for such an
narrow margin of two votes, the house
have tobacco in any form in his pos- PARTICIPATE
AGAINST ILLINOISAN
FIRST PLACE ON TICKET
CLOSED THEIR DOORS
important position In the department
the
Greeves
bill,
passed
yesterday
session, and the person who sells to- Lewis who is at present an assist
which legalizes Sunday baseball In
w
mmur 18 S""1 01 a K88
Berlin. March 1 It is reuorted Ohio. .Representative Guard of Cham
Washington, March 1. By a vote of
New York, March 1. Joseph G.
Chicago, March 1. Charles' Mer- ant United . States attorney at Bos
'ine effect ot the bill that the German eovernment has in paigns county, and clergymen led the
misdemeanor,
ton, is one of the best known negro
forty-sito forty, the senate at 1:30
Robin, the former banker, whose
of political economy
riam,
professor
to repeal the present
is
lawyers in the United States.
o'clock this afternoon decided that
qulred DOtn at Washington and Otta- - opposition.
operations In "frenzied finance," it is
at the University of. Chicago, was the
wa, whether Germany will ue en
Senator William Lorimer of Illinois law,
resulted in the failure of
charged,
choice of the republican primaries
titled to the benefits of the American.
was entitled to his seat.
three New York banks, today entered
Canadian reciprocity agreement. The
yesterday to oppose Carter H. Harri
The agreement was reached late
a plea of guilty in the supreme court
GORE'S BRIBERY
STRIKE CRIPPLES
foreign office professes ignorance of
to a charge of grand larceny of
son, four times former mayor, demo
ARE
yesterday to rote on Lorimer.
the report. The "Commercial Treaty
cratic nominee in the race for the
brought great crowds to the capital
$27,000 from the Washington Savings
Association" demands that the Unit
this morning. Most of the senators
CHARGES A MYTH Bank. The jury to try him tad alCHICAGO PAPERS mayoralty. Harrison was chosen af
ed States grant a minimum tariff to
were early In their seats, pleased over
ready been selected when he entere'd
ter a close fight. In the republican
Germany. The German tariff law of
his plea. Robin formerly was presi
the prospect of transacting
urgent
to
primaries Professor Merriam polled a
1910, authorized the government
dent of the Washington Savings
public business that has been hang
HOUSE
COMMITTEE
LINOTYPE OPERATORS ON ALL vote which almost
NO
FINDS
to
the
concessions
its
withdraw
equalled the com
Bank.
ing in the balance until disposition ATTACK ON BIG MINING CAMP
CORRUPTION IN M'MURRAY
WALK
United States if existing conditions HEARST PUBLICATIONS
He was remanded to the Tombs
bined vote of his four republican op
was made of the Lorimer case.
NEAR
ARIZONA
BORDER IS
were changed to the disadvantage of
INDIAN CONTRACTS
OUT READING PUBLIC HIT
until March 27, when he will be
The vote was on the Beveridge re
ponents.
MOMENTARILY EXPECTED
Germany through a subsequent treaty
sentenced. The collapse of Robin's
solution to the effect that "William
The following is the final count of
with other countries..
March 1. The special defense of insanity, which former
Lorimier was not duly and legally
Washington,
Chicago, March 1. Efforts to setthe 1.324 precincts:
Naco, Ariz., March 1. Although the
tle the strike of the newspaper linoelected to his seat in the United States
committee of the house appointed last District Attorney Jerome put forward
rebel band which captured Fonteras
Democrats Harrison, 55,069; GraNo Inquiry as Yet
type operators, who went out on the
senate." The negative vote, there
summer to investigate Senator Gore's so strongly, was foreshadowed last
is reported within striking
Hearst papers yesterday, continued ham, 38,541; Dunne, 35,013.
night, when it was reported Robin
Washington, March 1. While
fore was cast by the friends of the II Monday,
charge of attempted bribery in con bad said he was "tired ot all this
distance of Naco, Mexico, just across lnauiry regarding Canadian reciproc- 54,228;
today. The morning papers, issued
llnols senator. Lorimer was not pres the
Merriam,
Republicans
nection with J. M. McMurray's In fooling." On the night before he was
boundary from here, an attack ltv ha8 ve, been received from the by agreement, consisted of four pages
ent when the vote was taken. The
Schully, 1,210; Thompson, 26,108;
is expected mere momentarily. ,one German government.
dian attorney contracts in Oklahoma arrested, Robin was committed to a
he state de- - only. The evening papers promise
Mersenators voted as follows:
Murray, 2,823; Smulski, 24,167.
of the insurrectos are yet in sight. Dartment
eXpect8 that most of the the same. The morning papers made riam is a member of the city council made its final report to the house last private sanitarium on affidavits sworn
Nays
Republicans)
Local passengers on a train from here commerclai .powers will immediately no effort to
print advertising.
and gained publicity by a commission night. The majority of the committee to by his sister and two physicians'.
Bradley, Brandegee, Brlggs, Bulkeley, to cananea, Mexico, today carried
But the sanitarium authorities rejectslini
worlO a particular hard which
for
aDDlications
The
strike
make
privileges
investigated the city purchas finfls that Jake L. Hamon actually ed
Burnham, Burrows, Carter, Clarke, of three machine guns and about 75,00" ,
him. On the Aay he 'was arrested.
t0 those to be enjoyed liy' Citca- ship on the readiug; public at present. ing system.
.'
did, about May 6, 1910, make an im Robin attempted suicide by swallowWyoming, Crane, Cullom, Curtis,
rounds ot ammunition, indicating that dlanB once the arrangement is in full owing to the great interest In the
His republican opponents after the
Dick, Dillingham, DuPont, Flint,
Gore re ing poison, but the prompt use of a
rebel assault on that big mining force. It may be stated authoritative- local mayoralty primaries of yester
result was known were quick to of proper proposal to Senator
Frye, Gallinger, Gamble, Guggenheim, camp is believed to be Imminent.
Buch
specting the McMurray contracts and stomach pump saved him.
applications day, and the developments In the fer their active support.
ly, however, that all
Hale, Heyburn, Kean, McCumber,
Through Robin's operations, the
will be declined, the attitude of the United States senate.
Harrison's
victory and the close that about June 16, 1910, he approachPenrose, Perkins,
Nixon, Oliver,
Americans Were Kidnapped
James M. Lynch, president of the run made by former Mayor Dunne ed Representative Charles F. Creager Washington Savings Bank, the North
state department being that such adern Bank of New York and the CarSmoot,
Richardson, Scott,
Piles,
El Paso, Tex., March 1. Employes vantages may be
obtained
only International
Typographical Union, came as a surprise to many, Graham with an improper proposal on the
negie Trust company, as well as a
Stephens, Warren, Wetmore. (Dem of the department of justice today through a special reciprocity treaty has officially declared the strike to
having been a favorite in the betting. same subject.
ocrats) Bailey, Bankhead, Fletcher, completed their investigation of the or agreement with the United States. be "unauthorized, illegal and unwartring of minor concerns, whlcn he
went into insolvency. No
no
finds
committee
The
promoted,
evidence,
Foster, Johnston, Paynter, Simmons, claim of Lawrence Converse, of
ranted."
statements
of his larcenies has
full
Smith of Maryland. Thornton, Till .1,0s Angeles, and Edwin Blatt, of
was
Hamon
show
to
that
however,
AT
MEXICAN
.
CONSUL
made
been
forty-sixyet
Total
public by the state
Watson.
nays
man,
Pittsburg, held at Juarez as suspect MAY HOLD OFFICE
acting by authority of, or with the
RUEF MUST GO TO PEN
bank
examiners.
ed spies, that they were arrested on
consent
or
Republicans)
of
Ayes
McMurray.
knowledge
San Francisco, March 1. What apRobin may be given an indetermin
Mc
The committee exonerates
Beveridge, Borah, Bourne, Bristow, American soil, and says all the evi
EL PASOXOMPLAINS
pears to be the last hope of Abraham
ate
sentence of not less than five
1913 Ruef, political boss of San Francisco,
at
an
with
of
connection
UNTIL MARCH
Brown, Burkett, Burton, Clapp, Craw dence corroborates their claim. , The
any
Murray
nor more than ten years in the penimem
influence
to
ford, Cummins, Dixon, Gronna, Jones, United States is expected to demand
tempt
improperly
during the regime of Mayor Eugene
AROUSED BY ALLEGED INDIGNI- bers of the house or senate. It does tentiary.
La Follette, Lodge, Nelson, Page, their release at once,
E. Sohmizt, to escape his sentence
AT
THIS
FAILS
STATEHOOD
if
Foot, Smith, of Michigan, Sutherland,
find, however, that he used more than
TIES OFERED HIM BY CROWD
of fourteen years in San Quentln, was
SESSION OF CONGRESS SUCH
undue influence" to secure the sup WEDDING UNITES 2 FORTUNES (
Warner, Young. (Democrats) Bacon,
BOYS
OF
BANK ROBBERS IN SWAMP
dissipated late yesterday when the
of Chief Green McCurtaln and
WILL BE RESULT
Chamberlain, Clarke, of Arkansas,
port
reSan Fancisco, March 1. The, most
of
court
vacated
1.
Hundreds
state
its
March
111.,
supreme
Dixon,
D. C McCurtain, in getting
his
Gore,
eon,
Martin, farmers, under the leadership of
Culberson, Davis,
notable social event of the season in
cent order granting Ruef a rehearing.
El Paso, Tex., March 1 Antonio
a this
Money, Newlands, Overman, Owen, Sheriff Reid of Lee county, are sur
Should the present congress fail to Ruef was taken into custody shortly V. Lomeli, Mexican consul at El these contracts, by transferring
city was the marriage last evenin
the
of
interest
$25,000
Smith of
the
for
contingent
constitution
Percy, Rayner, Shively,
a
tract today in take action on the
before midnight and taken to the Paso, has complained to his governing of Miss Helen Irwin, daughter ot
rounding
contracts to D. C. McCurtaln.
South Carolina, Stone, S wan son, Tay which four men who robbed the new state of New Mexico those offiW. G. Irwin, local banker and Hawai
county jail. He will be removed to ment of indignities offered himself
The committee finds that no mem ian
lor. Total ayes forty.
and
Bank of Walnut, 111., early yesterday cials who are now holding county
and family by persons whom he beplanter, to Templeton Crocker, a
the penitentiary next week.
ber of the house or senate had any son of the late Charles F. Crocker
Absent Aldrlch, Frazier, Terrel.
and escaped with $2,500, are believed territorial positions under the present
lieves were Americans. Senor Lomeli
Interest whatever in the McMurray
Senator Lorimer did not vote be to be hiding. Members of the posse government will find themselves in
FEDERAL BOILER INSPECTOR
says he complained to Mayor Kelly, contracts. The intimation that Rep- and a grandson of Charles Crocker,
cause of his Interest In the case and are armed with rifles and shotguns trenched In office until after March 4,
reone of the builders of the first transWashington, March 1. The presi- of El Paso, and getting no reply,
resentative Byrd S. McGulre, of Ok- continental railroad. The
Senator Taliaferro was in his seat but and have been ordered to kill the 1913. Attorney General Wickersham dent
groom's
late yesterday nominated John ferred the trouble to the Mexican aulahoma, had some such interest is
did not respond when his name was bandits if they attempt to escape. has ruled, that under the terms of
F. Ensign of Colorado to be chief in- thorities at Mexico City. On the found to be without fact and to have wealth is estimated at $15,000,000,
called. The vote of Senator Cullom After the robbers fled from Walnut the enabling act and the constitution,
heiress to a for
spector of locomotive boilers, the po- night of February 21, he Bays a crowd arisen from the friendly relations ex while the bride is
Lorlmer's collegue, was awaited with they took refuge In a barn. In mak- the president cannot issue a statehood
as
tune
almost
his
awakened
famiiy
large.
of
Americans,
sition created by the new law just
Mr.
intense interest. Both sides claimed ing their escape the safe blowers en proclamation until that date. . As the
and isting between Mr. McGulre and
congress. He named Frank by shouting, "Death to Diaz"
adopted
by
him. He voted for Lorimer.
gaged in a running revolver fight with present officials are allowed to hold McManany of Oregon and G. P. Robin- "Viva Madero," outside his residence. McMurray.
The connection of former Senator
a posse and then ran for the tract office until the proclamation is issued son of New York to be assistant chief He said several letters also had been
BRIDGES
I. Long of Kansas, and for NINETEEN
.
Chester
Is
un
the
be
a
to
It
Is
are
elected
swamp.
which
dynamite
sent
and their successors
partly
threatening
him,
of
M. Thurston,
inspectors.
John
mer
Senator
lieved at least one is wounded.
consulate. According to Sheriff Edder the first state government they
MOVEMENT IS BEGUN
Nebraska, with the McMurray conBURNEDBY REBELS
will be sure of a job until March 4, HAYNES AUTO FACTORY BURNS wards, who investigated at the retracts is held to have been entirely
crowd
the
Governor
of
1913. For county officials this will
Colquitt,
Kokomo, Ind., March 1. Fire, caus- quest
POISON CASE
MYSTERIOUS
the Interests ff
FOR PAVING CITY
consisted of boys, who were in front proper, being Blmply
in office, as ed
1. Mystery mean nearly five years
March
by an explosion of gasoline in
Both MEXICAN NATIONAL LINES IN
Philadelphia,
employed.
attorneys
properly
minutes.
a
few
1908
consulate
of
the
only
the engine room, destroyed the factory
after
a
in
that may never be solved surrounds they were elected in November,
were
PUT
way
MEXICO PRACTICALLY
legal
employed
troubleThis state of affairs has brought of the Haynes Automobile company He anticipates no further
PRIDE
OF LAS VEGANS the death from cyanide of potassium
CIVIC
they had left the senate.
COMMISSION
OUT
OF
beSTIRS THEM TO ADVOCATE
poisoning of Mrs. Sarah Lewis, 57 out a peculiar condition, a condition late yesterday. Loss $700,000. It is
the
honor
much
their
BOY BROKER SAFE IN RIO
reflects
two
lives
lost
which
workmen
lieved
upon
Jeanette
her
daughter
years old,
NEEDED IMPROVEMENT
El Paso, Tex., March 1. Mail adBUSY CONGRESS AFTER ALL
Boston, March 1 Robert E. Davie,
Lewis, aged 27 years and the former's present officials and shows their pa in the flames. Insurance, $300,000.
- vices from Torreon
1.
The
March
Sixtysay that all
Washington,
the Boston broker, now under retengrandson,' Edward Mldlen, jr., aged triotism for New Mexico is above mer
Plcardias
and La
between
out
a
rounded
total
has
Despite the fact that sewer con 9
first
bridges
extracongress
cannot
be
tion in Rio Janeiro,
years. The tragedy occurred at the cenary considerations. Every of fleer,
etruction will keep Las Vegas as
on the Mexican National
MAY
thirty-thre-e
BONILLA
thou
Colorado,
GENERAL
approximately
or
indictment
States
United
under
the
charging
county,
territorial.
dited
P.
Midlen, the boy's
home of Edward
Cenbusy this summer as a man picking father at
him with larceny, aa such an offense sand publia and private bills, with line, which was the old Mexican
Pelham, a fashionable su- appointive or elective, is working for
been burned, a total
cherries with his hands encased in
have
. line,
tral
a
total
three
Braremaining,
against
with
days
a
the treaty
not included
burb and it was at first believed that Immediate statehood, although delay
RESUMEJOSTILITIES iszil, according toin a dispatch
boxing gloves, there are some people Miss
to Gover- of 28,440 for the Sixtieth congress. of nineteen being destroyed. The inLewis, crazed over the death would give him two more years' Inthe
in. the city who are advocating
of State Besides these bills, the present con surrectos also burned all mall on a
nor Fobs and Secretary
of her sister, Mrs. Midlen, had murd- cumbency.
train at Jimulco and later burned an
beginning of a system of paving that ered her mother and
SELECTION
IMMEDIATE
DEMANDS
case
will
be
Davie's
Knox.
presented gress at its three sessions has rec
nephew.
On the other hand, a coterie of proe
movement,
will grow into a
- entire freight
which
train,
1.they
almost
orded
introduction
of
the
to the March grand jury for further
PRESIDENT
OF PROVISIONAL
fessional reformers and fanatical pro
Santa Fe is about to make a begin
ditched near there. Six hundred inreso-tlon- s
295
000
house
'
resolutions,
joint
consideration.
hibitionists have done all in their
OF HONDURAS
HER JEWELS INSURED
ning, having let contracts for the i
and 62 concurrent resolutions, surrectos were in the band, all armed
defeat
or
to
statehood,
1.
Is
learned
power
delay
It
March
New
his
of
about
the.
York,
the
square
paving
committees have made reports and well supplied with ammunition.
while
A MADE TO ORDER GROWTH
Ceiba, Honduras, March 1. Unless
toric plaza. Albuquerque is wrestling that the rope of pearls among the although such action on the part of
on
2,250 of these bills and resolutions.
Cortez
Puerto
St. Paul, Minn., March 1. Frederwith the preliminaries of street pav jewels stolen aboard the Hamourg congress could not possibly benefit the conference at
.
M. them In the least or help their cause agrees
$10,000 HEART BALM
Mrs.
from
Amerika
a
candidate
for
American
liner
ick
cities
of
the
other
and
upon
territory
Mussel, 17 years old, who is half
today
ing
caushas
Mr.
for
Wickersham's
London
in
insured
was
New
Drummond
ruling
to
too
an
the
Inch
York, March 1. Henrietta
to
VOTES
TO
JUDGEher
follow
short
IMPEACH
navy
join
example,
are beginning
provisional president of,. Honduras,
New General Manuel Bonllla Is expected is swinging for a time each day in
much
astonishment
ed
a South Dakota .girl, was
throughout
are
1.
movements
N.
The
March
French,
$70,000.
D.,
usually
Bismarck,
Paving
Mexico. It was believed by many law to resume hostilities. ? The revolu a harness attachment to his head to house of representatives by a vote of awarded $10,000 by a Jury in the sustarted by petitions of property own
court here for the alleged
SPEER GAINS ONE VOTE
yers and others that if the present tionary leader demands the selection gain the necessary height. The rig- 64 to 36 has decided to bring im preme
ers requesting the council to declare
Denver, March 1. Adams lost three congress failed to take action on the of one of three candidates proposed ging was fixed up by a fireman. Af- peachment proceedings against Judge breach of promise of David P, Deckit necessary to pave, curb and gutter
"
the street on which they reside- - If votes and Speer gained one today on constitution it could be accepted by by his peace commissioner as the ter keeping at it for a week the hoy John F. Cowan of the Second Judicial er, Jr., to marry her. Decker is a
first condition of the peace
has added a quarter of an inch to district The principal charge is mal- wealthy young civil engineer of Ihls
a legal percentage of - the property the vote for United States senator. the succeeding congress at either
'
'
his height.
feasance in office.
special or a regular term. Faithful
owners, who must be residents of the There was no election.
city.
V
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CHANGE DUE IN
LINE-U- P

PIE

AT

NOTABLE MURDER

CAPITAL NEWS NOTES

COUNTER

Santa Fe, X. M., March 1. Those
democrats who once opposed the institution of a department of insurance
for New Mexico on the ground that it
would not pay the territory 10 have
such an institution, may rub their
eyes with amazement to learn that
Jacobo
Commissioner
Insurance
Chaves yesterday sent to Territorial
Treasurer M. A. Otero a check for
$32,247.39, which represents the fees
reecived from Insurance companies
in the territory during the month of
February, 1911. Compared with February. 1910, this is $2,903.61 more,
and shows that the insurance com
missioner and Deputy P. A. Llneau
are "rfght on the job." ,

TRIAL ATTRACTS
INTEREST

MARCH I, 191 1

Full Text of Judge Roberts'
Decision, Denying Application
of A.; A. Jones to Appropriate
Waters of Gallinas and Pecos

DECIDED!

or intent which goes to show that the
prior applicant did not comply with
the law, because this law of ours is
OUT CONGRESSIONAL- a departure from the irrigation law
of the arid states- - In most of the arid
states the , appropriation is complete
Independence, Kan-- , March 1. The
Washington, March 1 Nearly one
by application of water to the land.
March term of the circuit court about
thousand patriots at the capitol are
The law was designed to protect the
to convene here will be made notable
man who was proceeding In good
awaiting 'with deep anxiety the ad
by the trial of Al O. Truskett for the
faith with the construction of his
journment of congress Saturday. By
alleged murder of John D. S. Neely,
that time it will be known if there la
works, so that if he complies with
a prominent capitalist whose home
to be an extra session. The patriots
all the steps laid down by the law,
was in Lima, O. Truskett shot and
referred to are republican office hold'
finally he will have an appropriation
killed Neely in the Palace hotel in
I
l
era, most of whom have been on the
dating back to the inception of his
Did Good Work
It Is always safe to leave the
the town of Caney, about 25 miles
government payroll so long they have
appropriation.
Mounted Policeman A. Sena is in southwest of here, on the morning of
decision of any subject to the
come to consider themselves fixtures
Now, the applicant in this case apthe city in consultation with Captain January 7, last.
71
I think that the
American people. This Is proven
there.
plies for water.
Fornoff. Mr. Sena has been at Santa
was president of the
man
The
slain
territorial engineer, upon the return
Since March 4, 1897, the date upon
most conclusively by the steady
fMy
Rosa, where he did good and ef Lima Trust company in his home
which William McKlnley succeeded
day of that notice, may properly in
Increase In tho
fective work in solving the murder city and was also the head of several
JNf ; 1
and
phenomenal
Grover Cleveland as president, the re
quire as to wnetner or not that is a
in which Miss Nora Stewart large oil companies in the Kansasmystery
feasible project here. The territory
I
sales of the
Cr
publican party has been in uninter- was the victim and for which Luis Oklahoma
field, including the Wichi
In
is
interested
the
construction
of
the
house
of
control
of
reprerupted
Tapla is now in the penitentiary ta Pipe Line company. The shooting
Irrigation works; it Is for the benefit
sentatives. With the return of the rewas the result of litigation over an
serving a long sentence.
ofTfe territory and the people, it
of
the
to
the
majority
publican party
For more than 30 years it hat
I
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez oil lease.
'
multiplies the wealth of the terri
bouse every position in the organiza- Is here from Penasco where be spent
to-dR
and
On the day before
the tragedy
the
before
been
public
tory, it produces wealth, and It is the
tion of that body, excepting a very few three weeks
II
preserving the peace. He Neely had arrived in Caney on his
ever
than
It popularity Is greater
purpose of this law to stimulate the
conceded to the minority, was filled was also a caller on Captain Fornoff.
and
oil
of
his
monthly inspection
construction of irrigation works. IrriMexico.
by the. anointment of a republican,
before in its history.
gas interests. The following morning
Land Enrties
The question now that is brought gation works in erder to be con
and all of these positions have since
office
in
"
hotel
the
was
fl
sitting
Neely
SOLDCY- H
been held by republicans. Congress Is
The following were the land entries reading a letter. Truskett, sitting into court is as to the right of an structed necessarily must be feasible,
applicant, or the right of the terri because no man would construct an
the one branch of the federal govern- at the local land office Monday
opposite, watched him closely. When torial
engineer, or the court, at this irrigation works that was not feasi
ment which has refused to recognize John K. Bland, Earl W. Brady, Hiram
Neely got up and walked toward the
the merit system. Not a civil service M. West, sr., Moriarty; Macario Tor rear of the hotel Truskett hurried time to divide an application; that is ble. Now, if we say that the terri
in torial engineer is precluded from iniLkX
regulation of any character has ever res, Melquldes Alderete, Progreso; around to the sample room. As Neely to say, approve the application
1862
E3TABLV3HED
This application comes before quiring into the feasibility of an ir
part.
been enforced in either house or sen-At- Henry E. Trilby, Moriarty; Luther E,
passed the door of this room Trus- the court as a whole; it was already rigation project, we say that a man
nor Is any examination required Hill, Duran; William A. Bess, Levy, kett fired at him twice. One bullet
to establish the qualification of an ap- Mora county; Adolf M. Garcia, Wag passed through Neely's heart, and the rejected as the record shows, by the can apply for waters of a stream, and
territorial engineer, and he stated his the territorial engineer, however un
plicant for a capital appointment. It on Mound; Sylvia E. Calhoun, East other through his left arm. When em
grounds of objection; the applicant feasible the project may be, will have
la at the capitol alone that one may Las Vegas.
ployes of the hotel reached the prosto the Board of Water Com- no right to make any inquiry re
find an appointive method that sugtrate man he was dead. Truskett sur- appealed
Will Build Road Soon
and there a hearing was garding that application, thereby ty
missioners
gests the
"spoils system" of
rendered immediately and was hurTO
A BIG
had
and
the
D.
Territorial
Charles
application rejected, and ing up possibly for four or five years
Engineer
a quarter of a century ago.
ried in an automobile to the county
waters
the
of
and
that
'
decision
of
tak
territorial
the
the
engineer
system,
Miller
con'
stated
yesterday that
If Taft does not call congress to
jail in this city.
affirmed, and now comes here on an ing away from other people the right
meet in extra session every republican struction work on the proposed road
The killing is believed to have been
of Water to apply those waters to the land.
office holder on the house organiza- between Santa Fe and Albuquerque largely the result of a lawsuit that appeal from the Board
I think the territorial engineer, up
Commissioners.
for
which
has
Bernalillo
ap
county
tion holds his place until December,
had long been pending between Trus
now contends that on the date of the notice, if it was
The
the
and
which
for
$6,000,
applicant
propriated
when the demoorats will reorganize
kett and the Wichita Pipe Line comthe' survey made made to appear to him that the pro
that body. Then the democrats will territory will raise $4,000, will begin pany, of which Neely was president. by showing that
river to the Pecos ject was not feasible, that be should
Gallinas
from
the
will
a
within
It
probably
fortnight.
bave at their disposal some of the
According to his friends Truskett was river was an actual survey that the reject the application, because if he
be
to
be rapidly constructed and is
of the belief that the company was
bigest salaried and most desirable
of work. Engineer Ca
application in that far must be ap- did not, he would tie the water up.
In the government
service. of high grade
trying to rob him of his rights. The
Now the question as to whether or
will be in charge. It will be
Neal
proved, even though there may have
H.
The salaries range from that of the
litigation was over a lease to a tract beerf no other surveys made, claim- not this application Bhould be apfourteen miles in length in Bernalillo of oil
land a few miles south of Caclerk of the house, $6,500 a year, down
ing and insisting that that is the only proved as to the Gallinas river only
to the wages of the laborer on the county.
ney. Robert F. Goodmann, a minor
question in which the court is con- under the showing made. The appli
Notaries Appointed.
Indian, who owned the track, sold his cerned as to the Gallinas river.
"temporary roll."
cant contents that he has shown
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa has interest several years ago to Hugh
In anticipation of an extra session
As I understand the matter, and as that from the Gallinas river to the
A reduction of more than 20 per cent on former rates.
democratic members of the house are appointed the following notaries pub Benson, an oil man, who later dis it appeals to me, the application Beck grant an actual survey has been
At this price THE REPUBLICAN is the cheapest and O
picking the places they will claim for lie: James T. Guy, Guy, Union coun' posed of it to a local oil firm for comes before the court in its entirety. made, without any showing that hiB
party workers. It will be no easy ty; Vicente A. Garcia, Beenham $400. Truskett paid this firm J9.100 I cannot agree wl(fc counsel for the entire application was based upon
best
paper published in Denver.
O
task for, the democrats to fill the of Union county; John M. Rice, Parsons, for the tease. Shortly afterward the applicant, that the territorial engi- an actual survey; the proof on the
make
THE
be
will
labor
nor
to
Neither
spared
money
fices at their disposal. The democrats Lincoln county; Bernard Cleve, Elk, Wichita Pipe Line company claimed neer can say upon hearing an appli- part of the protestant showing that
REPUBLICAN, as it has always been in the past, the bes
have been separated from the patron Chaves county; Frank A. Hubbell, the lease of the tract, alleging tfat cation, as to that question, whether no survey had been made between the
most reliable paper in the West.
and
of
it
Bernalillo
and
into
come
it
by
had
county,
possession
Albuquerque,
or not there was any unappropriated Pecos river and the Gallinas river.
age trough so long that
interto
be
L.
THE
said
REPUBLICAN'S news service has no equal. The
Sanchez, Las Vegas, San lease from parties
waters and to hold according to that How could the territorial engineer
party workers in every state will de- Crestina
ested in the Wichita company. Tho contention would make the law an determine upon the
Associated Press, supplemented by the splendid New York
mand appointments. If there were Miguel county.
made,
showing
company asserted that the lease to absurdity and useless. Suppose there or how can this court determine on
Herald news service, gives our readers every morning all
ten thousand places to be filled there
Incorporations.
Truskett was not according to law, is not
the
this
etill would not be nearly enough to go
that
made,
showing
the news gathered from every part of the world.
project
any remaining unappropriated
Articles of incorporation were yes as the Indian boy Goodman was not
round.
the applicant certainly would Is feasible. If we eliminate the Pewaters,
The ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY MAGAZINE section
terday filed in the territorial secre of age when he signed away ilia not build his
project, he would not cos river and eliminate everything
of THE REPUBLICAN contains stories by the leading autary's office by the Colonial Copper rights to the property. Truskett as- expend his money in constructing the but the Gallinas river, the applicant
BIG SHOW OF DOGS
thors and humorists of the day and many pages of photocompany which will have its office serted that the pipe line company works. The
hearing and notice giv- states in its application that this pro
Inand
of
which
at
John
on
the
P.Mur
influence
undue
1.
Murray
used
Aristocratic
March
had
de- ject will cost $100,000.00; how much
Pittsburg,
graphs of great interest.
en by ipublication is certainly
dogs of all varieties, nearly 1,000 of ray is named the agent in New Mex dian boy, had kept him constantly signed to perpetuate some other pur- of that amount will be expended up
SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY
them, are in the hands of the judges ico. The object of the company is under watch and had finally bought pose. My judgment is that the pur- on the diversion of the waters of the
to buy and sell mines, mine, refine from him the lease on the day he
at the annual bench show of the
Please fill out and forward this blank.
'
pose of that notice is that anyone Gallinas river alone and how much
Kennel club, which opened and smelter, and it is capitalized at came of age.
to
water
is
Gallinasi
in
and
show
can
river
there
the
Interested
represent
Public sympathy in this section is the territorial engineer reasons why that could be applied to a beneficial
today and will continue until the end $250,000, the shares being worth $1
THE REPUBLICAN PUBLISHING CO., Denver. Colo.,
oweachThe
with
company begins
of the week. It is one of the most
largely on the Bide of Truskett,
this application should not be ap- use?
Send to my address until I order it discontinued, THE DENextensive exhibitions of dogs ever paid up capital of $2,000. The share ing in a great measure to the popu proved.
Would the cost of the construction
They can go further than
holders are John P. Murray, 1,998 lar prejudice against the pipe line
VER
RFPUBLICAN,
shown in this section.
Daily and Sunday.
showing that there was no unappro- of the works on the Gallinas river
from famous kennels throughout the shares; Maud Stewart Murray and Vv. company and its affiliated corpora
on
show
can
that
alone
Beck
the
be
waters.
Name
prohibi
grant
They
of tions because of the methods they priated
D. Murray, each one share, all
country are included among the
the applicant has not complied with tive? wnat wouia be considered a
of
M.
N.
duration
The
the
Relatives
Murray,
Address
have pursued in the past.
the law. Because, if the question of sufficient water supply in the Gallinas
company is 50 years and
slayer
and friends of the alleged
to
the
river
of
waters
is
construction
the
only
justify
unappropriated
papers were also filed.
have raised a $20,000 fund and have
question, a man might present to the these large canals and reservoirs?
SIXTY- A MONTH
conduct
to
counsel
eminent
employed
It seems to me that we must take
territorial engineer a feasible pro
CARPENTER S
his defense. The coming trial is ex ject ot;her interested parties, acting this application as a whole, as a
ELECTIONS IN PORTUGAL
pected to be one of the most notable in good faith, and expending time whole it must all be considered. The
Lisbon, March 1. The provisional that has taken place in this section and
money in making the survey applicant must show when he files
WONDERFUL CURE
government has promised faithfully of Kansas in many years.
which ' would require weeks or his application, or when the hearing
that the elections shall take place the
months to complete, would, by the is had, that he has complied with the
of
their
With
latter part
ap
April.
Children Who are Sickly
2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
mere fact of the territorial engineer law In regard to his application, that
OF PSORIASIS
Mothers who value their own com
proach, the gap between the socialismade
was
all
sur
of
made
it
of
from
1,000 lb., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 110 lbs.
actual
the
application
tic factions, headed by Alfonso Costa, fort and the welfare of their children, upon receipt
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in
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of
his
without
box
veys,
a
expenditure
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
any
office,
application
without
never
be
should
minister of justice, and Brito Cam- Sweet Powders for of money at all, be debarred from stand or fall as a whole. There his
Mother
Gray's
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
for
twenty ymxt acho, who succeeded Senhor Gomez as Children, for use throughout the sea"I hav been afflicted
making any inquiry into any question been no showing made that the Gal
with an obstlnatt skin disease, called by torn
widens,
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
minister of public
Relieve
t n 'o nurtriiicia. and others leDrosr. com- works,
son. They Break up Colds,
and
inimrinv tm tiiv Brain: and In IDittt of all I
except the question as to whether or linas river project, separate
of
Teething
are
ministers
Both
Constipation,
Fevereishness,
publishers
most
skilful
could do, witli the help of the
Headache and Stomach not there was any unappropriated apart from the Pecos, is a feasible
H.ut,.r it cinwlv hut aiirelv extended until a newspapers. The country appears to Disorders,
water. I do not think the statute project, or how much land could be
year ago tub. winter it covered my entira
Used
Troubles.
by Mothers for
of dry acales. Tor tha Senhor Camacho to be tired of the
person in the form
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors. ctf Natural Ice, the purity sad
THESE POWDERS NEVER could receive that construction, I do irrigated by those waters, or how
years.
vears 1 hava been unable te do any
last three
is
l.lmr anrl cnPfpHnir Intensely all tha time. dlctorial socialism of which Costa
FAIL. Sold by all Drug Stores, 25c. not think that was the purpose of the much land there' is available for irri
qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
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Kvery morning there would be nearly on
the leading figure. The conservative Don't accept any substitute. Sample
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how
I
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think
purpose
gation,
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in- cost for the construction of irrigation
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part
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containing
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Le Roy,
lop
of winter my skin commenced cracking open. will have a large majority in the as Olmsted,
terested parties an opportunity to be works separate and .apart from the
I tried everything, almost, that could b
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and
financial
The
o!
The
12th
sembly.
relief.
thounht of, without any
minor
heard before the territorial engineer; Pecos river, consequently I will deny
all
the
of
that
know
Do you
inn. r etortori wt. in lmrq I could reach cial classes hope so. The new elec
colds are by far the most for instance, here is a man making a the application.
ailments
the Hot Springs. I reached Detroit andto was
the toral law provides that all males of
to low I tlimight I should have to po
'
dangerous? It is not the cold itself survey which would take him three
The judgment of the court will gp
hospital, but linallv got as far as Lansmg,
write, may that you need to fear, but the serious
Mich., where I had a sister living- - One age, able to' read and
file
can
and
he
the
sustained
be
before
the
to
that
protest
years
complete
rr
tr!ifpH mA fthnut two weeks, but did voteIf illiterate, the father of the diseases that it often leads to. Most
me no good. All thought I had but a hort
of these are known as germ diseases. an application for water; some other application be denied, and you will
time to live. I earnestly prayea wan. family may vote.
over mv back
(Incoporated)
f.rirA ihrniM.h tint skin
and consumption are man seeing that work in progress, prepare a judgment accordingly, and
Pneumonia
across my ritw, arms, hands, limbs; feet badly
dead
Mrniinn- tnA.n!itia ritim nff: finEer-nalamong them. Why not take Cham and without making a survey, files submit it to Mr. Jones for his approv.
and hard as a hone: hair dead, dry and lifeless
berlain's Cough Remedy and cure your an application for that water, possib al.
MICHIGAN DEMOCRATS MEET
suffer.
a old straw. O my C.odl how 1 didsaid.
cold while you can? For sale by all
We
wouldn't
sister
up:
give
"My
By deciding this case now, it can
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Some was applied on one
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Muskegon, Mich., March 1. More druggists.
and Dealer In
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hand and arm.
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appealed to the supreme court of
applicant proceeding
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definition
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A
the word go. They Immrdiately
hand
on
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number of visitors were
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time a here today for the opening of
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a
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day,
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application, and can show any fact layed.'
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of
the
business
six
ing. Result: returned tu my home in Just
weeks from the time I left, and my skin as inate candidates for regent of the
xiunu.
month as tin sheet or paper.
Carpenter, Henderson, N. X."
University of Michigan, Justice of
remarkable testimonial was the
The aho
supreme court and several other
written January 19, lxSO, and is republished
SEVEN
because of the permanency of the cure. minor state officers to be chosen at
Under date fl April TJ, 1810, Mr Carpenter
this vear's election. Incidentally the
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari. N. M
wrote from his present home, 610 Walnut
fit. Sn. LmisIiiev ilk-It- t "1 bave. never
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or! bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
and convention is being made the occa
uffered
Carona, N, M., Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.
a return of the psoriasis have
'
although many years have passedI endured sion for a bis rally of the democratic
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitute,
Trinidad, Colorado
not forgotten the terrible suffering
FOR SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
leaders from all over the state- (More using the C'ltic iira Itemed lea."

DEMOCRATS

PREPARE TO HAND

AL O. TRUSKETT MUST ANSWER
FOR KILLING JOHN D. 8.
NEELY AT CAN EY KAN.

Below is reproduced in full the
judgment of Judge Clarence J. Roberts, given Saturday following a
hearing of the application of A. A.
ones to appropriate the waters of the
Gallinas and Pecos rivers and their
tributaries. The judgment is one of
importance as it removes any possible opposition to the appropriation by
the board of trustees of the Las Vegas grant of these and other waters
for use in the big Camfleld Irrigation project, now building- The decision follows:
Judgment of the Court
While the court is not clear on the
law Involved1 in this case, I am going
to pass upon the question now.
There are some very important
questions Involved, questions which
have never been decided by our
court, or any other court, so far as
hav been cited. I trust that the
questions in this case will be appealed
so that we can have an expression
from our supreme court and the law
may be fixed in the Territory oj New
-
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LENTEN SEASON

BASEBALL

ft,

WAS USHERED
IN

PAY

SOCIAL

GAITIES GIVE WAY TO
PERIOD OF FASTING AND
PRAYER FOR 40 DAYS

New York, March 1. Today, Ash
Wednesday, marks the beginning of
Lent, when social galtlea give place
to a Beason of fasting and prayer for
forty daya. Lent had iU prefiguring
in the forty days of temptation of
Christ in the wilderness, aa well as in
the fasts of Moses and Ellas. It is a
season of great antiquity.
Ash Wednesday is so called because
In the Roman Catholic church, it be
gins with the solemn ceremony that
'has given the day its name. After a
supplicatory service, he devout approach the altar rail and the priest
places ashes on the head of each, reciting in Latin, '.'Remember, man, that
thou art dust, and shalt return to
dust." The ashes are customarily obtained by burning the palms of the
previous year.
The Lenten season is strictly observed in the Episcopal and other 'ri
tualistic churches as well as in the
Roman Catholic church. Special services are designated for Ash Wednes
day, Holy Week, Good Friday, Palm
Sunday, and ending with the grand
triumphant service on Easter Sunday.
Lent is also the season of the confirmation classes, when those who
propose soon to take their formal
stand as ohuroh members attend clas
ses of instruction and prepare for the
visitation of the bishop. It is also a
season of giving, especially in the
Sunday schools.
Trinity church, at the head of Wall
street, in this city, seats 900, but dur
ing the forty days of Lent, and Includ
ing Easter Day, the attendance upon
its services usually exceeds 50,000, the
largest number by far attending any
American church during a similar
period. The unusually large attendance is attributed to the extra ordinarily successful noonday services,
whioh pack the church to its doors
during the Lenten period. Preachers
for these services this year are Bishop
Gailor of Tennessee, Bishop ' McCor- mlck of Western Michigan,
Bishop
Tuttle of Missouri, Rev. Dr. S. S. . MarS.
quis of Detroit, and Rev. J.
of
Order
of
the
the
Holy
Huntington
Cross.

"Nun" Sed" McGreevey, the popular
Boston fan, is with the Red Sox in
California
Arlic Latham is still 'on the job
and at present helping the Giants
train at Marlin, Tex.
Pitcher C. H. Mattern, a brother
of Al Mattern of the Doves, will be
given a trial by the Boston Nationals.
In Pi'tcher Hall the Indianapolis
club has signed a real "iron man."
Hall is a structural iron worker.
Hugh Jennings Intends to do his
coaching in Esperanto this feeason, so
so that the umpires won't be wise to
his talk.
Outfielder Northern, who had a
trial with the St. Louis Browns last
season, has signed with the Cincinnati Reds this season.
In order to get in good physical
condition Catcher Kuhn of the Portland, Ore., team, is training with Vic
Hanson, the pugilist
Three
Indians, straight
from the Lapwal reservation, have
been signed by the Spokane club, of
the Northwestern league.
Larry Schlafly is part owner of the
Troy, N. Y., club, but will not be
able to play with his team until released by Newark.
Vincent Campbell and Ed Abbatic-chi- o
of the Pitteburg
Pirates, arid
Jimmy Slagle of the Baltimore team,
have announced their retirement from
the game.'
William Carney has signed to manage the Rock Island team of the
Three I league. Carney managed the
pennant-winninCalgary team of
the Western Canada league last sead

g

son.
e
Johnny Kling is sore because Char-Hsome
to
him
trade
won't
Murphy
other team. John has been anxious
to get away from Chicago for some
time, but the Cubs need the star
catcher and he .will have to etick.
Arthur Hermann, of the York
league team, is one of- the
youngeBt and smallest players ever
seen in1 professional baseball. He has
just passed his seventeenth birthday
and Is only a trifle over five feet in
height.
The Cotton States league is ready
for the opening of the season, managers having been appointed as folNorcum;
lows:
Jackson, Frank
Greenwood, Woody Thornton; Meri
dian, Forrest Plass; Vicksburg, O. o,
Mills; Hattiesburg, Carlos Smith, and
Yazoo City, Dominick Mullaney.
Tri-Stat- e

-

O--

,
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WITH THE FiGHTERS

TO CALIFORNIA

ALL INVITED

San Jose, Calif., March 1. San
Jose today celebrated invitation day
by mailing the first lot of 4,000,000
invitations which are to be sent by
Californians to friends and acquaint
ances throughout the east, inviting
The
them to locate in this state.
movement was started by the South
ern Pacific Railway company and is
designed to attract permanent set
tlers rather than tourists. Each coun
ty of California is to sent out its
quota of invitations, which are in the
form of attractive cards bearing viewe
of the different localities.

;

The next bout between Ad Wolgast
and K. O. Brown will be a
session.
Hugo Kelly will box Jim Smith on
March 7, and Frank Klaus on March
21. Both bouts will take place in New
York City"One Round" Hogan looks like a
gentle little school boy, but don't try
to start anything with him on that
account.
-

OPENING
TASK IMPOSED

ON M. MONIS

President Fallier
Monis,, formerly
of the senate, to form
a new cabinet to succeed the Briand
ministry.
Paris, March
ies has asked

1.
M.

v

COSTS BUT

A

TRIFLE

TO CURECATARRH
How many readers of the Optic
know that in Inland Australia where
the mightiest of eucalyptus trees grow
in abundance, that there is no consumption, catarrh or diseases of the

respiratory tract.
The refreshing balsam thrown out
by these trees fills the air and i
breathed into the lungs by the inhab
itants and all germ life is destroyed.
If you lave catarrh you cannot go
to Inland Australia except at great
expense, but you can breathe it right
in your own home the same pleasant
soothing, healing, germ killing air as
you would breathe if you were living in
the eucalyptus district of Australia.
Just breathe HTOMEI; it is made

OF NEW HILL

LINE

Porland, Ore., March 1 According
the long
to official announcement
heralded opening of railway communi
cation with central Oregon, by the
Hill lines, becomes an accomplished
fact today, with the inauguration of
passenger and freight traffic service
between Clarke, Wash., on the north
side of the Columbia river and Madras, Ore., a little more than one hun
dred miles up the Deschutes valley.
The new line opens up a fertile and
hitherto undeveloped territory com
prising 5,000,000 acres of government
land that will be made immediately
accessible.
IN

MEMORY

London,

March

Nearly all

of

the literary and journalistic societies

of the united kingdom are observing
in some manner the two hundredth
anniversary of the first issue of Ad
dison's Spectator, which, though it
flourished for so short a time, exert
ed a commanding and permanent in
fluence unon both literature and
journalism and left a distinct mark
upon the manners and morals of Its
generation. The Spectator as a daily
y
from Australian eucalyptus and
lasted only from March 1, 1711, to
combined with thymol and December 6, 1712. It was revived as
two years later, but only
other antiseptics employed in the a
Listerian system.
eighty numbers were issued.
Pour a few drops of HYOMEI in the
inhaler and breathe it, and as it passes
MEDICAL1 CONFERENCE
over the catarrh infected membrane
Chicago, March 1. The seventh an
it kills the germs and heals the raw,
conference of the American
nual
inflamed surface.
HYOMEI is guaranteed to cure ca- Medical association on medical edu
cation and medical legislation began
tarrh, coughB, colds, croup and sore
out- at the Congress hotel today with an
back.
Complete
or
money
throat
'v
Extra attendance of prominent medical men
fit including inhaler $1.00.'
cents.
50
from various points In the United
cost
but
bottles of HYOMEI
and Canada. The conference
Sold by all druggists everywhere and! States
iremain in session three days.
will
"by E. G. Murphey.
scien-ti'icall-

Preparing Land For Irrigation
(Press Uu lie tin

MILLION CROSS
ATLANTIC
OUTLOOK
IS FOR ASTOUNDING
RECORD OF 1910 TO BE

ECLIPSED THIS YEAR
1. During the
New York, March
past few weeks the demand for passage to Europe has surpassed all previous records. The rush abroad will
start in mucn earlier this year than
heretofore, while the season will be
extended far into the fall. It is commonly supposed that the European
tourists are booked a'most wholly
from the eastern states, but this season, however, the bookings from the
west have been especially heavy, and
a surprising proportion will go from
the Pacific coast. April will find the
Easter rush well under way. All indications point to the fact that the
season of 1910 will be eclipsed, when
1,272,772 people were carried across
the Atlantic This season's advance
bookings Indicate an unprecedented
demand for second cabin passage,
which is believed to mean that more
people of moderate means will spend
their vacations In Europe this year
than ever before.

Panama Docks Underway
During the past few days the details
have been announced of great modern
docks at Panama, which, it is promised, will make this harbor one of the
in the
maritime
ports
greatest
world. The great transfer point, it
has been decided, will be at Balboa.
The borings for the massive concrete
work of the docks have already been
completed, and much of the dredging
has been done. Fully one half the
work will be complete by the opening
of the canal. The most modern electric cargo handling machinery will be
installed. Electricity will be gener
ated by the unliminted water power
of the Miraf lores dam; powerful over
head electric cranes will run along
the piers on railroad tracks; and a
complete system of escalators will be
provided to move freight between
decks. It Is argued that these plans
of the government, for a complete system of docks, and harbors, will completely Americanize the canal.
Peeled His Way Across Ocean
There are a variety of ways for working one's passage on shipboard, but
the plan adopted by C. Pullman of
St. Louis, last week doubtless establishes a precedent. Mr. Pullman, a
young man of education, crossed the
Atlantic- in the first cabin with some
ten thousand dollars in cash to meet
the expenses of a short sojourn in
He had negleoted to secure
Europe.
his return passage, by oversight. His
living expenses In London and Paris
proved higher than he had anticipated
and like many others, the Atlantic
presented a formidable barrier to his
return home. Mr. Pullman was oblig
ed to foregQ the luxuries of a first
cabin, second, or even third cabin,
and finally shipped as a peeler of .po
tatoes on the S. S. "President Lin
line.
coln," of the Hamburg-America- n
By crossing in first cabin and return
ing in the scullery, Mr. Pullman
doubtless established a now sea rec
ord of its kind.

N. 17U)

Agricultural College, N. M., March
More crop failures on the irrigated lands of New Mexico may be
traced to faulty leveling than to any
other cause under the control of the
farmer, says J. H. Squires, agronomist of the New Mexico College ot
and Mechanic
Arts.
Agriculture
Poorly leveled lands are expensive to
irrigate, both with regard to the
amount of water and the amount of
labor required; and in addition, the
plants in the different parts of the
field are bo unequally watered that
unsatisfactory crops are the result.
The machinery necessary for leveling
on the small farm is simple and inexpensive, and should be kept, in order that all spare time of men and
teams can be used to the best advantage. On the small farm all that
is necessary is a small Fresno scrap
er, a plow and a plank drag.
In leveling, the first thing to do
is to decide just how the land can
be put into shape by moving the
least amount of dirt. A good way
to begin is to set stakes to represent
borders, and see how they may be
located in order to obtain the best
results. It is not necessary that an
entire field should be level, but only
that the boII within a border be so;
and each border may drop lower ot
rise higher than 'the one adjoining,
without any serious inconvenience in
either seeding or harvesting-- , Borders
should not be spaced too wide. Forty-fiv- e
to sixty feet will be a good width
if the field is at all sloping; and it
is not best to make them more than
100 feet apart, even when the land
is level. Locate each border definite,
ly, and mark it by throwing up a
couple of furrows, or in any other
way that is convenient. Then' beginning the high end of the field, work
out the first border, taking all excess dirt from the high places and
spreading it where needed in the low
places. In sandy soils the borders
should not be more than 200 or 300
feet in length, but on clay soils no
limit need be set for the length. For
the location of the borders, especially
if they are long, it is almost necessary that a level be used. These may
be purchased for about $18 to $20.
Permanent borders should be bulll
at the time of leveling. These should
be just high enough to control the
movement of water, and should be

wide enough to prevent any danger
being
dragged down by
or
washed
down by the
machinery
running water. A convenient anu
very satisfactory way to build such
Ooiders is to drag up the dirt wltn
a scraper and deposit it along the
lines of the border; where it sbould
be smoothed into the desired snaps.
If the borders are buiit with a broad
base and slowly sloping sides, crops
can be grown along tne Bides and
The base of
top without difficulty.
such borders should not be less than
eight to ten feet wide. After all borders and the checks or cross borders,
are complete, it is best to go ovet
each section of the fieid and true
up all slight inequalities that may
have been missed in the first leveling
Here again the level is of great value,
as it points out these errors much
more closely than the best trained
eye. If there is free and abundant
supply of water, and the field will
not need it for some time, it Is well
to give it a trial irrigation; making
note of all the points that are either
low or high, and correcting these as
soon as the soil is
thing that must be borne in
mind is that where any large
amount of earth is hauled into a
low place,, the level of the land will
be destroyed by this soil settling after the first few irrigations, unless
allowance is made for these and a
slight excess of soil is moved in.
This Is hard to estimate, and for
this reason it is well that the field
be not seeded to a permanent crop,
like alfalfa, the first year after any
decided leveling. The small grains
are perhaps the best crops to try
on newly leveled fields.
They do
not occupy the soil for a great length
of time, and can stand an excess of
water in any place that happens to
be low, perhaps, better than a ma
jority of the crops grown in this reThen too, the surface is left
gion.
in an excellent condition for correct
ing slight equalities in levels that may
yet remain. When these corrections
are made, the soil should be ready to
put In alfalfa or any crop that will
be on the land for years, with no
fear of drowning out the lower levels.
Great advantage in operation results
from the use of well built boxes and
and other congates for the turn-out- s
trol of water. A subsequent bulletin
will treat of these more fully.

amazing demand for new luxuries on
the high seas, soon relegate a palatial
modern liner to the scrap heap. For
a few years a boat is perhaps queen
of the seas till eclipsed by still larger
and more luxurious ships when she
is relegated to the "one class" rating,
and in turn disappears and becomes
only a memory. Ten years ago it
was thought that ocean liners had
reached the maximum of comfort, but
a
the appearance of palm gardens,
and
the
cafes, swimming pools,
c
like, created a new fleet of
boats, which are the marvel of
the world. For scarcely a decade,
they enjoy this preeminence, hut their
position is already threatened by another type of liner now building the
"Europa," of the Hamburg-America- n
line which dwarfs their great boats
and introduces new and unheard of
luxuries.

to Railroad Man
severe ani even dan
and bladder trouble re
years of railroading.
Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third St., Fort
Wayne, Ind., was many years a conductor on the Nickel Plate. He says:
"Twenty years of railroading left my
kidneys In terrible condition. There
was a continual pain across my back
and hips and my kidneys gave me
much distress, and the action of my
bladder was frequent and most painful. I got a supply of Foley Kidney
Pills and the first bottle made a wonderful improvement and four bottles
cured me completely. Since being
cured I have recommended Foley Kidney Pills to many of my railroad
friends." O. G. Sohaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
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The most common cause of
are disorders of the stomach. Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
correct these disorders and enable
you to sleep. For sale by all drug
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Passing of Old Liners
There was a day when ocean liners
outlasted a generation. The life of
the great ocean greyhounds, however,
Is growing steadily shorter. It is not
because they are less permanent or
seaworthy quite the reverse but the
advance in shipbuilding, and the
NOT WORDS

It's not words but deeds that prove

true merit.
The deeds of Doan's Kidney Pills,
For East Las Vegas kidney sufferers,
Have made their local reputation.
Proof lies in the testimony of East
Las Vegas people who have been cured
to stay cured.
S. P. Flint, Central House, Grand
& Douglas Aves., East Las Vegas, N.
Mex., says: "I am as firm a believer
in the merit of Doan's Kidney Pills
today as when I first publicly recommended them about seven years ago.
At that time Doan's Kidney Pills were
procured, at the Center Block Phar
macy and they entirely relieved me
of backache and other symptoms of
disordered kidneys. The benefit I derived has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milhur- n
Co., Buffalo
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

ft
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East Las Vegas People Have Absolute
Proof of Deeds at Home
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That Alaska is acquiring the at
tributes of a sovereign state, Is shown
In the quality ot the territorial dele
gate It now has ia Washington. There
is hardly a star in the glorious con
stellation of our flag which is not
representative of a state which, in
the annals of our representative go v
eminent, has sent men to one end or
the other of the capitol prepared to
meet the short and ugly word with
a left counter and a right-arre
of
turn. Oklahoma, youngest
the
sisterhood, has already, since admis
sion, taken her place among those
of their credentials. We
worthy
doubt if a state could
be found
which, in some of the storms through
which the ship of state has been
called to pass has not raised a de
tiant voice above the gale.
For lo these many years the dele
gates elected by the territories have
sat dumb. Not entitled to cast
votes, seldom consulted in an advie- ory capacity, and figuring mainly in
the Congressional
Record with reto
leave
for
quests
print, the terri
torial delegates have too long been
regarded as negligible quantities. As
to Alaska, there are statesmen
at
Washington inclined to regard Alaskan statehood as a joke big in propor
tion with, the size of the territory.
The Alaska delegate, James Wicker- sham of Fairbanks, is big in propor
tion with Alaska, hut nobody can take
him for as big a joke. When Mr,
Mondell of Wyoming, used the short
and ugly word ia characterizing one
of Mr. Wickersham's statements, the
Alaska delegate asserted the dignity
if not the sovereignty of Alaska by
"making for" the seat occupied by
the representative from the sovereign
state of Wyoming. The sovereignty
ot Wyoming arose to meet the attack.
Mr. Wlckersham struck two blows for
state rights. It was necessary for the
representatives of the sovereignty of
several states,
by the
great mace, to restore order to the
point where both the representatives
of sovereignty and the delegate of a
mere territory could apologize to the
house. The delegate, in making his
apology, instated that it go into the
Record, as a sufficient excuse for his
conduct, that he had "been called a
liar."
It is because of our conviction that
the entire incident will be expunged
from the Record that we take this
means of informing the public that
Alaska is already exhibiting some of
those high, qualifications for statehood which have eo often marked, in
the house of the congress, the men
representing constituencies of states
In our representative
government-Ongreat barrier to early Alaska
statehood has been knocked down by
the first blow of Delegate Wicker-sham- .
Alaska has met one test of
representative government in a supreme way. It is time to begin making room on the flag for another
star? Mr. Wlckersham has struck
two blows for Alaskan statehood,
o

BETTER DAYS
At a

recent New York banquet

a

speaker compared unfavorably the
lives and the times of grandfathers
and grandmothers now with those of
the good old days. Fifty or one hun
dred years hence, no doubt, there
will be oratory of the same descrip
tion. The good old days are always
those ot youth, and in the matter of
grandparents where shall we find any
to equal these with whom we were
acquainted in childhood.
r
It is well enough for
entertainers to praise the courtesy
and dignity of their own grandfathers
and srandmothers, but it Is In keep
wjtrfc good breeding to cast reflec' tions upon those of the present payi
Grandparents fifty years ago faced
after-dinne-

ing

-

..

bloody war growing out of slavery.
Their knowledge
sanitation was so
limited that they ascribed to mystert
ous Providence deaths that are now
known to be preventable. Most t
their lives they had seen all about
them the keenest suffering that is
now relieved by anaesthetics.
They
knew nothing of antiseptic surgery.
They 'witnessed shocking oppressions
of women and children. They lived at
a time, when genius was thought to
manifest itself in a love for strong
drink and when nearly every family
had Its drunkard. They did not know
the true meaning ot free labor. They
were familiar in most small neighbor
hoods with the insane or idiotic who
were confined in outhouses or per
mitted to roam the highways- Their
few newspapers were vituperative and
their pulpits were full of denominational rancor. Many of the richest
of them lived in houses poorly heat
Books
were
ed and
scarce, and elevating amusements
outsiae of the larger towns were almost unknown.
There was a difference then as
there is today between the grandparents who lived in the cities and those
who lived in the country, but com
paring either class now with those ot
fifty years ago, we shall find that in
knowledge, laws, manners, customs,
humanity, public service, progresslve-ness- ,
diversions,
charity, comfort,
even morals, grandparents now as a
rule have no reason to envy the lot
of their own grandparents two gen
eratlons ago. Our romantic literature
is highly misleading on all of these
points, It concerns Mtself with the
parlor or the front porch. It conceals
the deprivations, the makeshifts, the
ignorances and the brutalities, that too
often lay behind.
There were gentle people in those
days, ot course, but there are many
more of them now. There were court
esy and benevolence then, but - noth
ing to compare with what there is
now. There was contentment
then
among those who were satisfied with
things as they were, but the better
times that we now see were hastened
by thousands who happily were not
content. We have in this era many
whose lives are artifical, vulgar, dis
sipated and sordid, but the older civilization bred them too, and it honored
them as a rule rather more than we
-

do.
Men who long for a return to the
old conditions do not know what they
are talking about. If this nation could

be subjected to those conditions tomorrow it would present a spectacle
of unexampled wretchedness.

A JttiAL I'HILANTIIKOPHY

relation to his years. His shaven
face ia strong in outline and thoughtful in expression. From his bread
forehead his cheeks come down to a
sharp chin, from which his face takes
on a resemblance to a wedge that Is
The Kind io Decorate the Home
,.t..
tot i
not without, its significance. His wide
VARIED CAREER OF OFFICIAL WHO WROTE THE
firm mouth, heightens this impression
The markINTERSTATE COMMERCE RATE DECISION V
..
of cleaving' determination
ed tinge of gray that has come into
one
Washington, March 1. No member Lake Memphremagog, where he lives his rather rebellious hair is the
..
I
.;
in his appearance.
of
age
suggestion
but
in
comfort.
!
plainly
great
Commis
of the Interstate Commerce
During the civil war Mr. Prouty atThe Best at Moderate Prices
sion, perhaps, has ever taken his work
tended a district school. In 1871 he
GUNNESS
MRS.
FOR
TAKEN
A
more seriously than Charles
entered Dartmouth, where be took his
New York, March 1. The countryProuty, who wrote the decision, made bachelor's degree four years later. He wide
search three years ago for Mrs.
the
last
freight was a brilliant student, taking every
week, against
public
Belle
Gunness, the Laporte, Ind.,
rate increases proposed by the rail- prize that was open to him, it is said.
'
was recalled by Mrs. Cora
606 DOUGLAS AVE.
murderess,
roads of the east. For fifteen years Astronomy became his hobby toward
in an
Heeran
of
Indianapolis
today
he has been studying the railroad rate the end of his course, and on his gradeffort to convince a jury in the su
problem, and for nine years he has uation he went to Pittsburg to join
court, Brooklyn, that she and
been preaching on government regula- the staff of the Allegheny Observatory preme
her mother were entitled to $30,000
tion.
under Prof." S. P. Langley, later di- each as damages from the New. York
Mr. Prouty was among the first of rector of the Smithsonian Institution.
Central railroad. On suspicion that
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
the advocates of this principle. lie
Astronomer for a Year
she or her mother, Mrs. Laura Ber-tobegan in 1U02 to make addresses
A year in Pittsburg, however, was
might be the much sought wo
week ago. Native gteers, $o.40(&6.75;
and , to write magazine and news-par- e enough for Mr. Prouty, and in the
I10NEY AND STOCKS
man, detectives boarded a train at
southern
steers, $5.50!y.t; southern
Wherever Centennial year he returned to New- Utica the
articles about it
Call
money
New York, March 1.
night of May 9, 1908, and
cows and heifers. $3. 50 U 5.25; native
he went and into whatever com- port to take up the sutdy of law. Be- forced both of them to
mercan2
Prime
cent.
2
per
get up, dress
cows and heifers, $J.25C; stockers
pany be carried his arguments, and tween September and March he qua- and go to the police station in Syra- tile paper
per cent. Mexican
and
feeders, $4.606; bulls, $4.40
since government regulation
has lified for admission to the bar, at cuse, where"
63
45.
Sugar
Amalgamated
they spent fifteen hours dollars
$5&8.25; western
calves,
5.25;
come, he has lived up to his beliefs, though it was not until 1882 that he before
119
Atchison 10C. Great
they could prove their Identity.
western cows,
even to the point of differing with his actually took .his examinations. In Their arrest was the result of a jok Northern, pfd. 125
York steers, $5.250.6.25;
New
as he did last the meantime he taught history in the ing remark made to a train brake-ma- Central 108
Northern Pacific 123 $3'.505.25.
Market 5 to 10
Hogs 100,000.
summer when he voted to suspend Balaton Latin school and later went
Southern PaReading 156
by a traveling salesman.
cents
Bulk, $6.907.10;
higher.
the new commutation rates on the west to "grow up with the country."
cific 116
Union Pacific,
heavy, $6.907; packers and butchers
118
roads leading into New York from Grand Forks, N. D., was the place he
77
174. Steel,
pfd.
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
New Jersey, against every other com- chose for that
$6.957.10; light, $7.057.18
adventure, but a year
is hereby given to all taxNotice
10 to
15
Sheep 4,000. Market
missioner except one.
him
of almost unbroken rain drove
in Precinct Number 29 of the
WOOL
cents higher. Muttons, $3.754.60;
At the meeting of the American back to New England, and he hung payers
County of San Miguel, that I will be
wethers and
St. Louis, March 1. Wool Market lambs, $5.256; fed
Economic Association In Philadelphia out his shingle in Newpbrt.
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be- is unchanged. Territory and western yearlings, $4.205.50; fed western
In 1902, Mr. Prouty declared the railSoon after that the political In8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
ewes, $3.754.25.
mediums, 1822; fine mediums ,16
road to be "the greatest and most dan- stincts of his family asserted them- tween the hours of
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to 18; fine. 1213.
gerous of all monopolies." A
selves and he ran for distriot attor- receive returns of all taxable properiCMICAOO LIVESTOCK
later, before the committee on ney. Immediately after his election
ty. Those failing to do so within the
March 1. Cattle, 1,500.
Chicago,
interstate and foreign commerce of the he established his reputation by
' nETAL
will be assessed by me
t'me
sipecified
to 10 cents higher toMarket
strong
house of representatives, he carried
a charge of criminal libel according to Section 4035 of the comNew York, March 1. Lead, market day. Beeves, $5.207; Texas steers,
his argument still further. In disagainst the editor of a Newport news- piled laws of 1897, and a penalty of easy, 440450; standard copper dull;
$4.405.80; western steers, $4.75ia
cussing the payment of rebates to the paper. In 1888 he was elected to the 25
cent will be imposed on those spot and May 12.0512.15.
Silver
per
5.85; stockers and feeders, $4. 5.90;
beef trust he said then:
legislature for one term, and for the who fall to make Teturns.
53
cows and heifers, $2.705.90; calves,
"A freight rate is a tax upon every- two season
was reporter of decisions apr 30
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor.
$7.509.50.
thing which enters into the life and for the supreme court of Vermont.
Market 5 to 10
20,000.
Hogs
commerce of this country. You have
AND
PROVISIONS
GRAIN
Student of Railroading
cents
higher. Light, $6.957.35;
not a stitch of clothes on you which
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
Chicago, March 1. Wheat, May 89
Earl in the nineties Mr. Prouty be- cough
$6.75
remedy I ever used as it quickhas not borne the tax. You do not
88. Corn, May 48; July 48 mixed, $6.857.20; heavy,
July
his preparations for his present ly stoped a severe cough that had
7.15; rough, $6.756.90; good to
eat a sJngle thing which does not bear gan
30
30
Oats, May
July
distinction. He became general soli Ions; troubled me," says J. W. Kuhn,
choice heavy,
$6.907.15; pigs,
that tax, unless you dig it in your own citor for the Rutland railroad
Pork. May, $17'.67
and at Pri'upeton, Neb. Just as quickly and
bulk,
$77.15.
$7.207.40;
It
cases
acta
all
in
of
garden."
surely
coughs, July '$16.85.
Lard, May $9.1517
torney for the Vermont Central. Eager colds,
Sheep 15,000. Market 10 cents
la grippe and lunar trouble. ReTwo years later he wrote an article
$942
$9.52
May
Ribs,
July
ly, but without yielding any of the fuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer and
higher. Native, $34.80; western,
for the North American Review in
conservative habits of thought and Red Cross Drug Co. '
$3.254.80; yearlings, $4.758.75;
which he said:'
action that were his by inheritance,
lambs and natives, $56.20; western,
"There is but one way to
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
When you have rheumatism in your
regulate he began his inquiry into the theory
$a.256.35.
rates, and that is to regulate them. of
He was content with foot or instep apply Chamberlain's
railroading.
Kansas
March 1. Cattle,
City,
If a rate is found to be
reLiniment
and
will
you
get quick
unreasonable, nothing but an entire understanding of lief. It costs but a
300 southerns. MarThe bigger the salary the harder it
a reasonable rate must be
quarter.
Why 60,000, including
put in Dlace every problem that confronted him.
10
to
cents
ket
Suffer?
For
strong
all
higher than a it to find anyone who can earn it.
sale
by
druggists.
of it. This method is
legal, as has
When W. G. Veazey's term as mem
been affirmed by courts without num- ber
of the Interstate Commerce Comber. It is feasible. Every civilized
mission expired in 1896 Mr. Prouty re
country in the world employs it to- ceived
literally the 'unanimous back
day except our own. Even the Do- ing of his state for the succession
minion of Canada, within the past Senator Proctor
suggested his name
year, has adopted that system. It is to President Cleveland. Senator Mor
just to all parties, and no other sys- rill urged his appointment and Repre
AT:
tem is."
sentative Grout worked with him
"An Arbitrary Tax"
Former Senator Edmunds and E. J.
Quoting a statement from the au- Phelps, former minister to Great Bri
ditor of the commission that the tain, personally indorsed him. No
freight rate advances in the four years man, it is said, ever sought prefer
Reductions Commence Monpreceding 1904 would, if applied to the ment at the capital with more united
movements for the single year end- support.'
day, February 27, and Close
-:- amount
to
June
March 4th
30,
1903,
ing
Frank S. Black, then governor-elec- t
Mr. Prouty added:
of New York, was his classmate at
"This enormous sum represents in Dartmouth, and he went to WashingThis sale includes our latest and newest models
most instances an arbitrary tax laid ton to say this to Mr. Cleveland:
of women's skirts shown for Spring 1911. This
by the railroads upon the public. I do
means that you may have your unrestricted choice
"Prouty was the most brilliant man
not charge that any portion of this is I ever knew in college. He took every
of our complete line. We offer them all at
unjust, but I do insist that in view prize for which he could be a candi
of the nature of the service which our date, and I am not exaggerating when
railroads render, and the circumstan- I tell you that the minute it was
15
ces under which their rates are im- known that Prouty was out after it
posed, some way should be devised every one else withdrew."
,
Mr. Cleveland lost no time in sendby which the reasonableness of these
John B. Stetson Hats for Men, All Colors, All
charges can be investigated by the ing the nomination to the senate, and
Sizes, AH Styles
government. This should be done the senate lost no time in confirming
cautiously; It should be done fairly; It. President Roosevelt was as prompt
but it should be done. No other phase In renominating him, and there was
of the trust problem compares with no advice on the subject of government regulation of rates to which Mr.
this in importance."
Following these expressions of opin Roosevelt listened more attentively
ion Mr. Prouty wrote the decision in than he did to that of Mr. Prouty,
the Spokane case, which, was along who had been preaching the doctrine
We offer these in order to make room for new stocks
precisely the lines of last week's rul so consistently.
which
"Let the Public Walk"
arriving daily.
ing, and was the first of the Important judgments of the commission af A characteristic anecdote is told of
ter its power had been extended to Mrs. Prouty's examination of Milton
include actual regulation. Still follow- H. Smith, president of the Louisville
ing these expressions of opinion, Mr. and Nashville railroad. Smith had
Prouty was a member, with Commis- been arguing before him that the rail
sioner Knapp, of President Taft's "law road had a supreme right to fix a dis
commission,' which worked out the puted rate and that ended it.
amendments to the Sherman and the
"What remedy has a man who can't
Interstate Commerce laws which were afford to pay that rate?" asked Mr.
proposed a year ago.
Prouty.
Mr. Prouty lives on the northern
"He can hire a team," was the curt
These
going by one-ha- lf
and
most edge of Vermont. AH the char response.
whole dozen lots
a
time- get in on
acteristics of that section belong to "Suppose he can't?"
them before they
all gone.
"Then he can walk."
him, for he was born there as well
at Newport, in 1853. His home now
From that grew the
Women's All Linen Handkerchiefs worth 15c
is almost within a stone's throw of ed phrase, "Let the public walk."
each,
plain white, narrow, hemstitched border '
the Canadian line, on the shores of
Mr. Prouty ia vigorous out of all
special price 9c each.

CHARLES A. PROUTY
r MAN. OF AFFAIRS
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Something unique in the line of
philanthropic endeavor has been pro
posed by General T. Colman DuPont
of Wilmington, Del., who happens to
be one of the wealthiest men in that
commonwealth. There is in it that
which will likely be hailed with joy
by the people of the state. Perhaps,
too. it will be a valuable suggestion
to other men of millions who seem
disposed to devote portions of their
fortunes for the benefit of their fel- lowmen.
General DuPont plans, if he gets
the necessary permission from the
Delaware legislature, to spend $1,500,- 000 or more, if necessary, in the construction of a most "modern good
road throughout the entire north and
south length of Delaware, This road
would be 100 miles long and 100 feet
wide, and would be built' to last for
all time. And if General DuPont is
permitted to build this road he y will
present it in fee simple .to the! state.
What a monument' such . a road
would be to the memory of General
DuPont and to his wisdom and uis- cernment? But above and beyond
that what an almost priceless acquisi
tion it would be to the people of
Delaware. A road of this sort running the length or the breadth of
any state in the union would mean
as much or more in the development
of the state possessing It than any
other activity that might be undertaken. It would be certain to stim
ulate the building of good roads on
the part of the people, either through
state or local agencies, tq connect
with such a magnificent Douievara
so that the greatest possible number
of people could enjoy its advantages.
Indeed, this DuPont philanthropy
seems to be the very best variety that
has yet been Indulged in by any of
the many moneyed men who have
given millions and millions to this
and that project, even though many
of them are most admirable. There
is much more to commend such an
undertaking as General DuPont has
in mind than the service that such a
road would be to the people after It
had been completed. Think of the
work it would provide for great numbers of men during the course of its
construction. Why, if other millionaires were disposed to follow thelear1
USED THE- WORLD OVFH TO CURE A COLD III
taken by General DuPont, and espec
ially In states where the population
remember the full name. Look
is most congested, quite a kink would "Always
be knocked out of the problem of the for this signature on every box. 25c.
tr
,
unemployed.

Skirt Week
Bacharach's
,

Saturday,

$155,-000,00-

Per Cent Off

&

Q

P4.00

i&Z.QO

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50 Men's Hats

at

$1.98

are

Special Numbers

and 65c Men's
Sox at..
19c

35C, 50c

are

at

are

-

.

There Is Only' One

"Bromo Quinine"
That Is
Laxative Bromo Quinine
OME

PAT.

Ladies' Short Silk Gloves, worth
65c, 6, 6 7 and 7 all colors, 48c
1

the

515-51- 7

n

m

Store of ouimtv

Railroad
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The Prescription

PETITION OUT TO

PERSONALS

Major Ludwlg Wliliam llfeld returned last' evening from a vUlt to
Santa Fe.
The man who does the
Milton A. Hagest, who resides in Alweighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
buquerque is making this town a busi-nen- a
and why the man on.
vielt today.
whom everything depends.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena reOur responsibility if never
turned last night from an official
lost sight of for a moment
trip to Santa Fe.
la prescription filling. Every
Assistant District Attorney Lonia
prescription
our t T
leaving
C. llfeld isln Santa Fe on business
store is faultless from any
before the 'supreme court.
standpoint that you may
Mrs. W. F. White of Wagon Mound,
take. You may feel safe
came in today to spend a short time
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
visiting 18 Vegas relatives.
E. M.
la In from the Van
Houten saw mill, ne says a heavy
snow fell yesterday in that locality.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes, in
command
of the New Mexico Nation
Pboue Main S
al Guard, Is visiting relatives in Arkansas.
E. G." Abraham, who travels out ot
Albuquerque for a drug concern, was
among the commercial men in
Vegas today.
A
M. N. Fink, a prominent mauufac
turer of Detroit, stopiwd off here last
night for a brief visit while on a tour
of the southwest.
F. T. Woodard, who Is a Santa Fe
official
and resides in Colorado
Springs, is In town on business con
BEEF
nected with his position.
PORK
Captain W. 0s. held, formerly of
Las Vegas and now a prominent lmv
MUTTON
yer of Roswell, passed through here
yesterday evening on his way oast
VEAL
on a business trip.
CHICKENS
George A. Fleming, secretary for
the Investment and Agency Corpora'
HAMS AND
tion, and C. W. Summerlin, salesman
for the same concern, left last nlRht
BACON
on a business trip to Chicago.
Mrs. Max Nordhaus and children
returned
last evening from Santa Fe
JOHN. A. PAPEN
where they attended the celebration
of the seventy-secon- d
anniversary of
PHONE 144 AND 145,
the birth of A- Stabb, Mrs, Nordhiuis'
father.
of
Miss Louisa UUbarrl, daughter
Jose Ulibarri, came in yesterday
she had been
OCULIST'S NEW DISCOVERY from Antonchico, where
teaching school the past five months.
Miss Ulibarri was most successful
Theory of Process of Vision Is
her work and won the friendwith
Result of Series of
Changed
ship of the pupils and patrons other
Experiments.
1

Dag-wel-

l

WE HAVE

NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT

T

1

-

school.

A new discovery with regard to the
phenomena of the sense of sight has
teen announced by Dr. F. W. Edrfdge-Qreean eminent English authority
In visual research. He has found by
an interesting series of experiment
and testa that the process of vision Is
not the simple transmission by the
optio nerve to the brain of objects
photographed upon the retina.
The new discovery in
language amounts to this: In front of
the retina there is a email chamber
or sao of clear liquid which Is in constant motion of currents or eddies.
Dr. Oreen finds that this liquid Itself
contains distinct perceptive nerve
power which plays an Important part
in conveying impressions to the
brain.
In other words, this wonderful fluid
contains liquid nerves, so to speak,
which transmit to the understanding
a considerable part of the impression
It receives of color, form, eta
n,

CLOSE.

P.O.

ON

BIG SALE OF
METAL BEDS
i' v. r
rA $6.25 Iron
Bed Any,

EVERYTHING

Color or Size, With
Brass Top Rods and
:
Knobs

POINTS TO ALMOST

UNANIMOUS

APPROVAL

.

-

Miss Catherine Dewey left this af-

culinary department of La Casa de
Ramon a erne It was opened last fall.
She 1b an able cook and the Normal
management regretted to lose her ser
vices. Miss Dewey has been succeeded by Mrs. J.. W. Sumek of Albuque- Colonel W. F. Cody, better known
as "Buffalo Bill," passed through Las
Vegas today on his way to his home
in Wyoming. Colonel Cody had been
on a Visit to his ranch in Arizona
and to other portions of the south
west. Colonel Cody and E. T. Plow
man, manager of the Castaneda hotel,
e
friends. They enjoyed
are
a pleasant
visit together between
trains. .
s

THE PUBLIC

the closing of the East Las Vgi
postofflce on Sunday has been received. Patrons of the office have endorsed the scheme since it waa Hrst
broached. Many of them have called
at the office and Inquired If there was
anything they could do to assist In the
$4.85 for This Week
movement. The business men ot the
city have expressed thommtlves as fuv
$11 45 for a $15.00 Vernis
oring the plan and the ministers or Martin bed with
Continthe various churches have offered to uous Posts.
lend their aid and Influence in brlni?
ins about Us ronlhatlon.
$U.HB for $15.00 Square Post
The clorks and carriers have docid
Martin Iron Beds, the
Vernis
ed to wait no longer In gaining an ex
r.ewcst
novcliy.
In
senllmont
reward
predion of public
to the Sunday cloning.
They have
$13. US for a $17.50 Erass Bed
small
hundred
several
prepared
with
Posts, a royal treat
the
postmaster
petitions' requesting
Bed.
general to Issue an order closing ths for those wanting a Brass
local office on Sunday. Thoso ntvi
Look at window display for
to he diHtrlbuted by the carrier to
every home in the city. Those who Hig- Reductions. in other metal
receive them are requested to sign beds.
them and hand them to tho carriers
or drop them in the nearest mall bo.
In this manner an expression can hp
obtained from every pntron of the of
fice within a few days. It Is believe!
few will fail to sign the petitions rts
tho movement Is recognised ns a snno
one and deserving of support
Sunday closing is observed In manv
of the lnrgest cities In tho United 0ihmIlo,Y. M. C. A., U.Las Vegas
States and is proving so successful
that it Is being adopted by addition
communities In rapid succession.
Following Is a copy of the petition;
if you fail to get one you can obtain
REALTY REPORT
one of Ihe blanks at the postoffice:
Petition
General of the
To the Postmaster
'
United States:
Warranty Deeds
K. J. Mcrrltiold, et ux, to E. A.
In order that the man who dollvers
my mail may enjoy an unbroken day Klcff, January 2, 1911, northwest
of suction 17, township 15, range
of rest like other men, I respectfully
19.
Consideration $1.
petition that the East Las Vegas
The Placita Ranch company to
be closed on Sundays.
This petition is not intended to ap- Ten Lakes Land company, Janary 2,
Alaply to the Special Delivery system for 1911, 15,000 acres of land at Los
mos.
$1.
Consideration
box
or
mail
delivery.
important
E. A. Kiefer to O. A. Lapo, Febru.
(Signed)
of
ary 15, 1911, northwest
section 17, township 15, range 19.
Consideration $1.
,
The Sanguljuela company to W. O.
(Address)
February 13, 1911, 400
(Sign name and address and drop Martin, jr.,
In
Mora
acres
county.
in. nearest letter box without stamp).
I. H. Spurrier, et ux, to J. F.
46.20
Peters, December 24, 1910,
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
A.
section
106.20
13,
E.
acres
of
to
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed
18cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed- township 17, range
Judd A. Dettrlck, et ux, to A. H.
ing or Protruding Piles In 6 to 14
Harris,
January 12, 1911, land in pre-cln-t
50c.
refunded.
or
money
days

ALSO DRESSERS

THE

ROSENTHAL

4

one-fourt- h
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Lucky Purchase of

No. 8.
U. S. A. to Jose M. Ortega, March
5 1906, 160 acres in section 6, township 16, range 12.
Chas. Dalton, et ux, to S. Ortega,
et ux, 80 acres in precinct
C. F. Miller to N. B. Roseberry,
March 21, 1909, all of block 43. Con
3- -

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the lobby, of course.

iTAX MONEY ROLLS IN
Money from

the pressing of delin

quent tax suits is still coming in

ra-

pidly, District Attorney C. W. G. Ward

It Is. a question whether it Is worse
having today turned over to John
to do things without thinking, or to
Joerns, clerk of the court for the
think things without doing.
Fourth Judicial district, $300 collect'
ed iby such means. Mr. Joerns has
The sea of matrimony is naturally issued this week another big bunch
navigated by courtship.
of subjoenas in tax collection cases
and these have been handed to the
Three
sheriff's office for service.
hundred more such subpoenas will be
made out before the middle of this
month, As soon as sendee in the
cases has been made Judgment will be
had and executions will be made on
' In
making the world-fame- d
all
properties for wihioh suits for taxfood
es delinquent rior to 1909 have been
filed. A judgment for delinquent taxts
es has also been received in a general
suit. "jThe sale of the delinquent
and
Combined whole wheat
will begin March 16 at the
property
that
a
in
it
such
way
barley
beand will continue dally
court
house
is partly digested before
for
days.
eaten.
sixty
ing

A Food

Expert

i

Grape-Nu-

The diastase in the barley,
in the presence of heat and
moisture, changes the more
or less indigestible 'starch
part of the grain into an
easily digested form of suof the
garjust as theit organs
if
operthey
body change
ate properly.
Thus the expert solved the
problem of perfect digestion
for those who may be below
par.

WRITING TABLETS

If you have trouble in getting rid
that vou
are not treating it properly. There
Is no reason w!hy a cold should hang
on for weeks and it will not if you
take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
For sale by all druggists.
nr vniir nnlii von mav know

It is harcjjfo reconcile justice with
the fact that, the fool who rocks the
boat Is never the one who gets
drowned.

GIVES YOU A CHANCE TO AT
TEND TO YOUR CORRESPONDENCE
5c
First Class Tablets
10c
15c Writing Tablets
10c
15c Ink Tablets, ruled
25c unruled Ink Tablets, 2 for. . 25c
This Is an opportunity of getting
first class tablets for less than 2
from regular prices.
25c
300 Phonograph Needles
50c
Men's Covert Legglns
Take advantage of our TABLET
10c

SALE.
50c
Men's Duck Legglns
50c value Men's Scotch Gloves 25c
10c
25c Rope Manila Dusters
25c
3 lbs. Sunflower Seeds
25c
25 Ib.s. Ice Cream Salt
25c
4 lbs. Black Walnut.....
A Full Line of Sleds at Cost
10c Crepe Paper, per roll..,.,. 5c
50c
Boys' Duck Legglns
6 lbs. Siberian Millet Seeds... 25c
Boys' Cowboy Gauntlets, 2 pair 25c
25c
8 lbs. Oyster Shell
10c
Decorated Crepe Paper
10c
and 8 quart Milk Pans
10c
15c Boys' Snow Shovels
2 Bottles Household Ammonia 25c
25c
10 lbs. Granite Grit
50c
75c Tea Kettles at
6 Tea or Table Spoons, per set 15c
6

Jet

15c Bixby

Oil

10c

for

Grape-Nu- ts

Hoax "Is it; .proper to eat asparaalgus with your fingers?" Joax "I
mouth."
ways eat mine with my

,::'

...

':...-"-

-

It eeems that the average actress
but
can exist without engagements,
...
not without marrlagef.
--

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mich.

GOVER-

sideration $1.
U. S. A. to F. Armijo, September
3,
10, 1904, 131.80 acres in section
ownship 16, range 12.
U. 8. A. to P. Armijo, June 30,
1905, S. W. 34, township 17, range
12.

'

J. M. Lyon to Wm. Mehrlick, December 24, 1910, 240 acres. Consideration SI.
I. H. Spurrier, et ux, to Wm. Mehrlick, December 24, 1910, land in section 13, townBhlp 17, range 18. Consideration SI.
Albert Denton to Nellie Roseberry,
January 28, 1911, all of block 43. Consideration SL
N. B. Roseberry, to ux, to A Denton, January 27, 111, block 439. Consideration $1.
W. A. Dell, et ux, to E. J. Merri-fielet als, February 6, 1911, 160A.
In section 17, township 15, range 19.
Consideration SL
W. J. Lucas, et ux, to A. A. Boese,

January

7, 1911, 285.44

Onava.

term as governor
all records as to
broke
of Tennessee,
number of pardons issued.
Since he went into office In Janu- ry, 1907, he pardoned 1,397 criminals,
including 263 murderers, 174 Illegal
liquor sellers, 195 convicted of lar
ceny, 267 convicted of carrying wea
pons and 727 convicted of ml seel
commutations
laneous crimes. If
weer Included these figures would be
much larger.
When he loft the governor's office
to go to the, inauguration of Governor
Hooper on January 26 be paused at
the door with his coat on his arm and
his hat in his hand. Then he turned
back to grant one more pardon Wil
lie Jones, colored, convicted of murder and sentenced to thirteen years In
the penitentiary, was set free. This
was the last official act of Governor
Patterson.
Other governors of Tennessee have
made use' of the pardon power, some
of them! rather liberally. Governor
Bob Taylor, now United States senator from Tennessee, was known as
the "Pardon Governor," but it remained for Patterson to far outstrip
him in the number of pardons grant
ed.
In a large number pf cases the op
position press In Patterson's last cam

paign for governor proved that large
fees, ranging from $100 to thousands
of dollars, had been paid to Patter

son's political friends, and the par
dons were frequently granted without
the formality of a petition.
A dozen or more of such cases were
exposed and exploited and elaborated
In the press at the time and were nev
er contradicted either by the governor,
by the press supporting him or by any
one of the attorneys Involved.
It will be remembered that there
was no sort of a petition in the case
of Duncan B. Cooper, convicted of
the murder' of Senator Edward Ward
Carmack and sentenced to twenty
years In the penitentiary. When the
supreme court had upheld the verdict
of the lower court Patterson was waiting in his office, and when the news
came he immediately signed his name
to a full and free pardon for his chief
political adviser.
This pardon reached Cooper before
the decree of the supreme court had
been formally entered by the clerk of
that court. In granting the pardon
Patterson brazenly said:
"It took the supreme court seventy-thre- e
days to decide this case and I
decided it in seventy-thre- e
minutes,
and I decided It right."
Colonel Cooper himself had been the
recipient of a number of large fees
for getting pardons for desperate
criminals. In the trial of him and his
k
son for the murder of Senator
"t was proved that the son had
only recently received a fee of $75 for
getting a pardon.
It was nothing uncommon for a pardon to be granted by Governor Patterson by long distance telephone.
The pardon would come by return
Car-mac-

'

'

i OPPOSlTB
WElLS-PARO-

THE
CO. OFFICE

Ln!WlMlhLl
A Cream of Tartar Powder
,1ado from Grapes

NO ALU
mail or the prisoner would return to
his home by the next train.
In one county alone in less than six
months two murderers pardoned by
Governor Patterson again committed
murder.
In one case a dangerous and desperate criminal was pardoned by the
governor when he had only begun to
serve bis term and the news of the
pardon came as a thunderbolt out of
a clear sky In the county in which
the crime was committed. It developed and was afterward published that
the farce of a "petition" contained not
one single name from the county in
which the crime was committed. The
Patterson henchman who persuaded
the governor to grant the pardqn ad
mltted that he received a large fee
that he did not circulate the petition
In the county where the people were
falmllar with the facts because the
sentiment was against his client and
that the governor had granted the
pardon as a personal favor.
In one case the formal entry on
the book in the office of the secretary
of state contains the "reasons" given
by the governor for the pardon of a
notorious lawbreaker. One of these
"reasons" is "one thousand leading
citizens of this county have asked me
to pardon this man." But the original
record containing the real petition
shows that less than a hundred men
signed the petition. It was said that
the fee in this case was several thousand dollars. In another case an old
mother had tried In vain to get her
murderer son pardoned In the usual
way by the presentation of petitions
which friends had been kind enough
to assist her with. One day she received a message that a certain lawyer could get her son pardoned If she
could raise as much as $300. She
managed to mortgage her little home
for this amount, and when she could
assure him that she had the money In
hand a certain "pardon broker" went
to see her. She told him that they
had told her she ought to get the attorney-general
and the prosecutor to
sign the petitions, but that she had
been i unable to do so. He replied:
"Oh, that's all right about the peti
tion; I don't need a petition; the governor and I were boys together; I'll
get the pardon all right" And he
did. In sit months from the day his
"client" was liberated he was convicted of murder again.
In considering Patterson's pardon

VI

record the question naturally rises:
If these criminals really deserve par-dowhy do they have to pay largo
fees to the governor's friends to secure their freedom?
To appreciate the enormity of Pat
terson's pardon industry a comparison
of his actiivty with that ot other governors is necessary.
In the last ten years 114 pardons
have been granted in the state of
Michigan.
Compare this with Patterson record of 263 murderers pardoned in four years and 1,397 pardons of all characters in the same
period.' In the last five years only
two pardons have been Issued In the
'
siate of Michigan.
In ten years New York Btate has
pardoned 127 criminals, this being
less than half the number of murderers pardoned by Patterson In four
years. In the same ten years New
York has Issued 280 commutations.
The secretary of state of Maine
wrote in answer to an inquiry: "The
pardoning board grants few pardons;
perhaps an average of three or fonr a
year." Contract this with 263 murder
pardons In four years and a total of
1,397 in that time.
There have been 39 pardons granted
In the state of Rhode Island in the
last ten years. Patterson has pardoned more than six times as many
murderers In the last four years.
In ten years the states of New York,
Rhode Island, Colorado, Nebraska,
Maine and Utah have had only 695
absolute pardons, as against 1,397 in
Tennessee in four years. The last
states named have a population of 10,-280,705, as against 2,020,616 in Ten
nessee, according to the census of
1900. Since those states nave five
times the population of Tennessee,
the rate of pardons to population is
twenty-fiv- e
times as high In Tennes
see as in the states named.
na

Foley Kidney Pills
Neutralize and remove the poisons
that cause backache, rheumatism, nervousness and all kidney and bladder
Irregularities. They ibulld up and re
store the natural action of these vital
organs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building Job Work a Specialty
Phone, Main 336
Opposite Optio

San MiguelNational Bank

O
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

sideration SL
Placita Ranch company to Isabel
Hand, January 18, 1911, land In San
Miguel county. Consideration SL
Quit Claim Deeds
H. W. Garberson to J. K. Martin,
December 81, 1910, cottage at Hermit's Lodge. Consideration Sl
Placita Ranch company to H. A.
Harvey, February 3, 1911, lots 21, 22
and 23, Porter and Mills. Consideration SI-

Which Side are You On?
Of course it is easy to spend, but it is not as hard
to save as you" imagine.
The essential point, in
banking your money is to start. We are ready to
:,,open
-

A Savings Account j
i

John W. Sickelsmlth, Greensboro,
Pa., has three children, and like most
children Jbey freiuetirly take cold:
We have tried several kinds of cough
medicine," he says, ''but Mve never
found any yet that tlld them as much
good as Chamberlain's Cough Rem
edy." For sale by all druggists.
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GET THE HABIT TRADE AT THE

5, 10 and 25c Store
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ly from his second

-
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"There's a Reason"

FORMER

Nashville, Tenn., March 1. Mai'
colm R. Patterson, who retired" recent- -

Far beyond the expectations of the
poBtal clorks and carriers has been
the warmth with which their plan for

A

TWO YEARS

NOR OF TENNESSEE RELEASED
1,397 CRIMINALS

BY

old-tim-

PARDONS
IN

--

-

Sixty Years ilio Standard

THE RECORD FOR

;

SUNDAYS

post-offic-

ter noon for her home in Illinois.
Miss Dewey has had charge of the

PATTERSON! OLDS
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i
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with you on a deposit as small as onej dollar. We
will pay you interest from the day we receive your
money. Make your start cow.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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DEEP SEA

In

Sailors Had in Mind Tale of "The
Two barks flying the
way sailed Into the offing
Ancient Mariner."

o

O'

Old Aaron Bentsen, Sallmaker of Bark
Frledlg, Fell Dead as He Talked

of Christmas

v

rn

U

x,

Port

flag of Norof Stapleton,

dropped anchor and shook out their
sails to dry. One was the
coffee carrier from Java
little
Freidig,
Baneful Spell That Fell Upon Sailing and
a
and the other the
Sumatra,
Ship Rhine Was Attributed to
from Madagascar.
Killing of Albatroee Thst
In the last days of November the
Had Taken Refuge.
Freidig found herself 250 miles to the
northwestward of Bermuda, with the
of
celebrating
New York. Coleridge's tale of "The pleasant
prospect
Ancient Mariner" may now be re- Christmas In New York. This was esrepecially pleasing to old Aaron Bent-sepeated as the record In many
the sailmaker, who said: "At
spects of the strange voyage of the
Rhine, a British sailing ship, which New York I shall have letters from
has reached this port from Trinidad, the wife and my two boys." The
home was In Grimstad, Norladen with asphalt. For forty days
and forty nights the vessel struggled way.
At this point in her trip the Freidig
agalnBt adverse winds, or, like the
craft in Coleridge's poem, hung in a had to He head to the winds, which
They
glassy sea, "as idle as a painted ship came stronger and stronger.
grew Into heavy gales, which rolled
upon a painted ocean."
Followed for a time, as men of the bver the deeply laden coffee carrier
crew believe, by as mysterious an in- day after day.
On tbe third day of the gale old
fluence as that which held the ship
of "The Ancient Mariner" In thrall, Aaron, at mess with his shipmates in
the Rhine fought its way through to the forecastle, was smoking his pipe,
the end of a trip that ordinarily and said: "Yes, before Christmas we
would have occupied fourteen Instead shall be In New York, and then I shall
get my mall from Grimstad, and there
of forty days.
To the killing of an albatross was will be Bome gifts from the wife and
attributed the baneful spell that fell the boys.'
As he uttered the words he fell off
upon the ship of "The Ancient Mariner." The question for supersti- the bench dead.
He was burled at sea next day while
tious minds is whether the spell that
bound the Rhine for a time was the ship was still rolling and taking
brought about by a West Indian sailor the heaps of green and white over her.
who killed a sea bird which had ta- The captain read the Lutheran servken refuge on board the ship's deck. ice while the crew hung onto lifelines.
New York World.
Before the Rhine, which is a full
rigged ship of 1,690 tons, was a day
out of Port au Spain, Trinidad, It
found Itself in a calm. Day after day, SIGNBOARDS ON THE SHOPS
with only an occasional puff of wind
to bring hope of more favorable Rich Display of Painted' and Sculptured Embleme Relieved Mean Appearweather, the Rhine crawled along beance of Old Boston's Streets.
neath a burning sun.
The ship was a week and a half on
The mean appearance of the houses
its way when a strange thing happened, Captain Bergman and his first of old Boston (1784) was, to some exmate, Harry Wolth, were on the quar- tent, relieved by the rich display of
ter deck, and the sailors were Idling painted and sculptured sighs which
about the deck forward when a huge adorned the front of the taverns and
dog, gaunt with hunger, appeared on stores. The numbering of shops and
deck. Captain Bergman and his mate houses had not come into fashion, and
are not superstitious, bo they had the every business street was an endless
animal cared for by the steward and succession of golden balls, of blue
gloves, of crowns and scepters, dogs
then let him roam the deck at will.
It was not until the Rhine was well and rainbows, elephants and horseup the Atlantic coast that it ran into shoes. They served sometimes as adheavy weather. On Sunday night, No- vertisements of the business, somevember 13, a hurricane rose. The first times merely as designations of the
mate was caught in a heavy sea and shops which were indicated popularly
was thrown to the deck, where he lay and in the newspapers by their signs.
stunned.' No one saw him fall no The custom still lingers among the
one but Bob, the stowaay dog. He ran glovemakers, bootmakers, opticians,
barbers. But we are achowling to the skipper, and by his furriers and
actions led him to send the third off- customed now to regard the sign as
matter. bearing a direct relation to the charicer to see what was the
Wolth was found and carried to his acter of the business it advertises.
should never seek for eyeglasses
cabin, where it was found that he We
had dislocated his left knee and in- in a shop over whose entrance bangs
a
nor inquire for gloves in
jured the leg generally. Wolth In- a gilt boot,
shop before whose door stands an
sisted on remaining on duty.
The Rhine was forty miles east by Indian in war paint and feathers. One
northeast of Cape Henry when it en hundred years ago no such relation
countered the storm. It took the ship was understood to exist and it was
two weeks to fight its way to this not thought remarkable that Phillip
Freeman should keep his famous book
port, a distance of only a few hun store at the
famous "Blue Glove" on
dred miles.
Union street. From McMaster's His
Captain Bergman in 1906 received tory of the
American People.
$1,000 and a gold watch from insurance companies for bringing the Harvard Into the Delaware breakwater
Love Your Enemies.
under Jury masts after all his spars
There is an injunction in the Bihl
had been carried away except the that is often
laughed at, and that is,
foretopmost.
"Love your enemies." Tt ta ihnnt
Mrs. Bergman, the skippers wife, to be so
impracticable and transcen
also has won recognition for heroism dental as to be
beyond the very dream
at sea. She has an official letter of of human nature.
And yet, there is
in
for
from
thanks
congress
aiding
no axiom sounder than that
injunc
the saving of life. She lives aboard tion, it is the
logic of good
the Rhine. The Rhine is a steel ship, Bense. Think oververy
the
feet and see if there is one fruits of hatred
267 feet long and thirty-eigh- t
that you like.
beam.
Think over the fruits of lnv nnri
If you don't like them all. The power
FARM LABORER VERY SCARCE or love is as definite and calculable as
tne power of steam or of electricity.
An argument based on hatred is
Missouri Farmers Buy Talking Manever an argument. One can never
chine and Reflectors In Attempt
hold a correct opinion of nnnthar un
to Lure Him to Work.
less he loves him. He can never see
Mexico, Mo. Is the motion picture the truth through the eyes of hate.
machine in small towns responsible we mignt as well try to see the white
for luring boys and young men away light through a green class.
sentiment- - it
from the farm? Will the phonograph not simply a
and the post card reflector in the is a reality as big as the atmosphere
farmhouse keep him there? Many or me sun. wnat there is of it, our
farmers in central Missouri would civilization is based
say "yes" to both of those questions, humanity would disappear like the
and many of them are buying talking pyiaons ana megatheriums of old.
machines and reflectors in order to
combat "the lure of the motion picOld Custom Maintained.
tures" and keep the boys and the
One of the peculiarities of the averhired men on the farm.
age Englishman is that he loves to
Many of these men attribute the
of
of
the perpetuate the quaint custome of his
many
present high prices
The will has just been
necessities of life to the scarcity of roreiatners.
at 144.631
farm labor. In fact, every condition, proved of Tichborne of Sir Henrv
borne,
Hants, over
except weather, that does not meet wnose succession to Park,
the Tichhnrn
soil
the
of
of
the
tiller
the approval
tates and title the famous Tichborne
is being laid at the door of the ex- case was
fought A curious nrnviHi
isting famine in "hired hands."
In the will Is that in which Sir
Henry
In half the corn fields near here desired that the
last fall there were women helping be continued of family custom should
distributing a small
the men to gather the crop. They silver coin to every
person present at
were women, for the most part, not the. funeral of a
accustomed to such labor, but they ,uy, one com for member of the fm.
every year of age
saw the necessity of getting the har aeceasea. The custom
ulsn in,-i.vest completed before the snow fell. the distribution of 64
quartern loaves
And if they did not help, no one to we
poor or the district.
would.
women
summer
Last
many
living
on farms near here left their duties
Parisian Chief of Festivities.
In the household to drive a team and
The Indian potentate, the Maharahelp the husband put the crop In. jah of Kapurthala, who married a
Many of these women were college beautiful Spanish dancing girl and is
graduates.
the most Parisian of the Eastern
A few years ago farm laborers re
princes, has invited Andre d Fnn
ceived from $15 to $18 a month with quieres to direct the
grand court hn
loan
a
of
horse
occasional
on
tbe
the Maharajah will give in his capl- town.
to
which to ride
Today "hands' uu ror tne
of his son with
are hard to find at $30 a month with bn Indian weaamg .
princess.
has
every Saturday off and a ride to town accepted this invitationFouquleres
and he will
In the family motor car.
lead the cotillon. This will he the
This condition is not peculiar to
Journey the famous Parisian
Missouri alone. It sounds ridiculous longestBrummel
has undertaken for
tut It Is no laughing matter to the Beau
such a purpose
farmer with a crop to harvest.
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ID YOU EVER stop (o think that every family
should have The Optic as pari of its
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Optic's Number, Main 2.
ATE8 FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Flvs cents per line each Insertion
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Na ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charced will
tee booked at space actually set, with
out regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

Iklale

and Female

Help Wanted

WANTED Dining room girl at
Railroad avenue.

403

for Sale
FOR SALE 8 nice gentle heifers,
making bag tor the first calf; Jer-- ;
At $28 per
aey and short-horhead delivered at Las Vegas. Harry
Maurice, Sapello.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chlcka, $14.00 per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2.
Legal blanks of all descriptions. Notary seals and reo
ords at The Optic office.

FOR SALE

For Rent
FOR RENT Nice front room, modern
bouse. 1034 Eighth street.

The box ball alleys for
bowling parties.

FOR RENT

Special Medicine for Kidney Ailments
Many elderly people have found in
Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick relief and permanent benefit from kidney and bladder ailments and from andue to
noying urinary irregularities
advancing yeans. Isaao N. Regan,
Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
Remedy effected a complete euro in
my case and I want others to know
of it." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
A

Some men are so close that it makes
them grouchy to lose money In a
dream.
.

By Studying

The Ads You

Increase Greatly
Your Chances
of "Living

good-irood-

Happily Ever After!
Present day conditions of living
pretty nearly making

couie

IMand
PERATIVE.
Householders find that the ads
really help to make the income
STRETCH OVER THE NECESSITIES when it seems, sometimes,
like too big a task.
Baying economies a little here
and a little there really grow to
'

proportions in the

worth-whil- e

course of a year; and amount to an
increase of income.
Home-make- rs

earnest

who

happiness-hunter- s

are really
are

corn-in-

s

quite generally, to be intelligent
readers of the ads.

THE BARGAINS
ARB ADVERTISED
IN THE OPTIC

WILIMMvlON
HAFFNDRCD
BNORAVERJ-rRINTER- S

DBNVER COIO

ti,.

?

A

NECESSITY
The father wants news while it is tresh, he wants

to

be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
with his business acquaintances the timely events of

to discuss intelligently

he day.

o

o

Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.

H

THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
every member of your family.

Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
New Mexico and the world at large.

Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank

Send to my address until I order it discontinued
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HOW THE GANDER GOT EVEN of a, ratfblt ofThe starUIngTTse'of a
partridge offers a new sensation to
shootPug Dog Stopped Tormenting the the man who has been used to
ing at a range target. One requires
Geese After He Received a
slow, deliberate and careful action,
Good Thrashing.
while the other necessitates instanIt would appear from the testimony taneous Judgment and action. In orof a ranchman In the northwest that a der to acquaint the amateur huntsgoose Is no fool, and still less Is a gan- man with these conditions a French
der. Indeed, It Is clamed the particu- gunsmith has established a huntslar gander herein referred to pos- men's school of target practice, where
sessed a real sense of humor, and the targets consist of various repreevinced a predilection for practical sentations of small animals and birds,
which have a variety of movements
Jokes.
The ranchman had a little dog, Har closely Imitating those of the living
ry, very round and fat, very annoying counterparts of the fields. All the
to the geese, and, unfortunately, quite possible contingencies of the field exHe used to be called to periences are duplicated, so that after
his supper about the time the geese one has gone through the practice in
were called to theirs. He had to go this school he Is quite well prepared
through a gate to get his supper, while for what he will encounter In a bona
the geese took theirs on the outside. fide hunt
Now the gander, a most observant
bird, was not long in noticing the fact
Birds With Peculiar Eyes.
of Harry's appearance simultaneously
The eyes of certain birds, such as
with his own, and at once proceeded
to utilize that discovery. He arranged owls, eagles and cocks, are provided
his females on two lines on each side with an organ which, says the Scienof the gate and leading thereo. Not tific American, French naturalists, as
the result of experiments, propose to
dreaming of anything untoward, the call
the "parasol." It Is attached to
trustful Harry trotted briskly between
the lines, and there made an awful the retina at a point where the optio
nerve enters. It consists of a thin,
error.
The first goose nipped him as only black, opaque membrane. When closed
a goose can, and then the opposite it forms a narrow line lying In the
The un optical axis, and not interfering with
goose, and so on alternately.
when open it covers the retina
happy dog ran the gantlet, howling vision;
with anguish until he finally got and protects It from any strong light
thrown into
It Is
through the gate. Then the geese gave when a cock the eye. to be said that
appears,
hypnotized
utterance to divers shrieks of demoniac laughter, long and loud. Three by a strong light the fact is that the
times did the wretched Harry fall a bird has simply protected Its retina
victim to the wiles of his enemy, till with the "parasol," and when an eagle
It does not see It
"looks at the
finally he would stop short, raise one The membranesun,"
Is Impervious to both
paw, regard his tormentors sadly, and
ultra-violradiation.
then run around to the other side of visible light and
hole
a
the inclosure, where
friendly
A Mother's Safeguard
in the fence gave him entrance.
In time Harry was succeeded by a
Foley's Honey and Tar for the chilpug who thought his chief duty In life dren. Is best and safest for all
was to rush upon the geese unexpect- coughs, coldsj croup, whoor!ng-cougl- i
No opiates.
O. G.
edly and drive them from their sup- and bronchitis.
per. He was a great success till his Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
fate overtook him. One afternoon he
tackled the gander and seized him by
LOCAL TIME CARD
the tail.
The gander Immediately made for
g
and
the pond,
WEST BOUND
but with such speed that the astonArrive
ished pug did not dare to let go. The so
1:50 P. M.
l
feathers were strong, and the dog per6:16 A. M.
formed most of the transit in the air. No a.
5:16 P. M.
When the pond was reached the gan- .So. 1
6:35 P. M
der, with undiminished speed, reach- No.
ed the middle, where the pug got a
Dopart
chance to let go and struck out for the No. 1
. 2:1& P. M.
was
behind
shore. The gander
him, No. 3
6:20 A. M.
and before he reached land he was No. 7
P. M.
6:40
the recipient of the most scientific and
7:00 P. M
colossal thrashing an offending crea- No. 9
ture ever endured. A sad little dog
EAST BOUND ,
reached the shore, where he sat down
and lifted up his voice and wept AftArrive ' ,"
er that he thought it not to his inter- No. 2 ...
..
9:10 P. M
est to meddle with the geese.
No. 4
....11:25 P. M
'

near-sighte-

half-runnin-

half-flyin- g,

,

.

No.

School for Amateur Huntsmen.

The skill acquired by the would-b- e
huntsman in shooting at a still target is Of no value to him when he is
in the field after wild game. The conditions are altogether different The
And.
uidden-jappearanc-

a

1:15 A. M
1:45 P. M.

8

No 10

Depart
No.
No.
No.
No.

9:15 P.

2
4

8
10

..................

M.

11:30 P. M.
1:25 A. M.

t:10 P.

M.

THE

LOBBY
SHORT

THE

RESTAURANT AND CAFE
7RDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY AND

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BUSINESS

CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M
Regular communi-

'

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

F. O. E.

Meets first and third Tuesday
evenings each month, at Fraternal
brotherhood hall. Visiting Brothers
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulre.
Preaident; E. C. Ward, Secretary.'

cation first and
third Thursday In ,
each month. Visiting brothers cor FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
102 Meets every Monday
dially invited. William H. Stapp, W.
night at
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
their hall In the Schmidt building,
vest of Fountain Square, at eight
LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
o'clock. Visiting members are corKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR- -.
dially welcome. Fred Philips, presiRegular conclTi second
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
Tuesd2 in each month at
Bally, Treasurer.
El
m.
C.
7:30
Masonic TSmple at
p.
Bou-ne- r,
S. C; Charles Tamme, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE
NO. 545,
recorder.
I. O. B. B
Meets every first TuesLAS VEGA3 CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL
day of the month in the vestry
'
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
tion first Monday in each
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
month at Masonic Temple,
Inlvted. Isaac
cordially
Appei,
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
Chas. Greenclay, SecPresident;
H. P.; Chas. H.
retary.
Sporleder, Secretary.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBU8, COUNCIL
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
8. Meets second and fourth ThursThursday in O. R. C. hall. Plonesr
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agbuilding. Visiting members are cor
nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; Thodially Invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K.;
mas B. Bo wen, Worthy Patron;
E. P. MackeL F. S.
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
I. O. O.
F, LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO. 1
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Meets every Monday evening at
EL
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
their hall on Sixth street All visitKNIGHT8 OF PYTHIAS Meets
ing Brethren cordially invited to atevery Monday eventend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
ing in Castle Hall.
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood. SecreViaiting Knights are
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
cordially invited.
Hedgcock, cemetery truatee.
Charles E.
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODChancellor
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Commander; Harry
Meets the second and fourth TuesMartin, Keeper of
days of each month in the W. O. W.
Records and Seal
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. VisBALDY LODGE NO. 77. FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
iting neighbors are cordially invited.
and third Wednesdays of each
montn at Fraternal Brotherhood
DENTISTS.
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
F. R. LORD
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting members cordially invited.
DENTIST
Office Pioneer Bulldlna
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
Rooms 8 and 4
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Office Phone Main 57
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Residence Phone 418
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
DR.
E. L. HAMMOND
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConDENTI8T
don, Secretary.
Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Has
RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth
phones at office and residence.
erhood hall every second and fourth
Thursday, sleep at the eighth rni
ATTORNEYS
Visiting brothers always welcome Qo. H. HuaTC2iester .
Hunker
to the wigwam. E. E. Gehrlnt
HUNKER 4 HUNKER
sachem; Wait H. Davis, chief of
,
Attorneys at Law
x .
records and collector of wampum. La Vegas,
New Mexico.
Rut-ledg- e,

Lieb-schnle- r.

.
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The czar of Kubsia never travels
HIS VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed healthful
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE wituout wearing a ring in which he
COMMISSION
WILL
L ness without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly BOO
believes is imbedded a piece of the COMMERCE
SEEKS TO OVERCOME EXISTMAKE NEW RULING AS TO
days of sunshine in the year.
true cross.
ING CONJ.TIONS
The water supply Is abundant and pure, furnished by mounJohn B. HerebholT, America's most
SAFETY APPLIANCES
tain streams or from wells of no great depth.
la tota.ly
.
famous yacht
AI1 UtivA- I'D Til Tl, , .
' -,
designer,
vuiymfjn iur me im blind. He lost his eyesight when he
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen lnche-i- , aver1. Railroad
Washington, March
provement of farm eggs in the mldd.
was
All
the
11
old.
age,
yachts
occurring principally In July and August.
only
years
west waa undertaken last summer by
equipment now actually in service will
The soli it highly fertile and easy of working, being generalth Bureau of Animal Industry of the which, he has built, including the
ul American cup defenders, have not have to be rebuilt to conform to
ly Bandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
United States department of agriculLands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
been designed by the "feel of his the safety appliances regulations proture. This work was preceded
by a fingers."
wnere conditions are equally good.
autumn
last
the
inter
mulgated
by
of
the field in the
general survey
Frank Danby, who wrote "Pigs In state commerce commission for sub
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
spring of 1908, which showed that an
Clover"
and other books, is Mrs.
forage.
Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
enormous loss was being sustained
five years. The commission
Julia Frankail, the wife of a London stantially
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, u proving U be sucannually as the result of spoiled and
will Issue In the near future an order
cessful here, a large area being under cultivation.
deteriorated eggs. This loss results merchant.
Edward W. Bok, editor of the La- extending the time within which the
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surroundfrom the ignorance, carelessness, or
attended
dies'
never
Home
railroads
will
have
to
make
Journal,
their
the
city Is now being constructed.
ing
indifference of the farmer and from
He
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showthe dilatory and unsatisfactory meth college, nor even a high Bchool.
equipment including freight and paswas an office boy at 13.
ods of marketing in vogue. The actual
ing up very promising values. Bui Iding stone of superior quality ti
senger cars and locomotives conform
Lew Dockstader, the minstrel, owns to
quarried
the
nearby.
loss
Is
regulations.
money
suffered mainly by the
that his right name is George Alfred
The Pecos National Forest, w hich Is near, affords excellent
Committees representing the special
farmer, while the loss In quality is
borne by the consumer. A report of Clapp.
gracing for large numbers of cttle and horses at a nominal cost
agents of the commission, the rail
Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, the
Stock raising Is a profitable business.
and
this preliminary investigation
the
rail
of
ways
organizations
was
is the stage name of
In this National
A great natural pleasure ground abound
road employes have submitted to the
published as Circular 140 of the
Henry Birnbaum.
Bureau of Animal Industry.
Forest, with its grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
commission an agreement as to the
Henry C. Frlck, the steel magnate,
Beautiful mountain resorts wl thin easy access of the city are
to be granted. The agreeThe campaign of the past summer
and enemy of Carnegie, suspension
had for its ultimate end the improve associate
ment was unanimous and was made
open all the year for health or pi ensure seekers.
in coke and other
ment of conditions surrounding the made a fortune
the three committees after exhausbefore he was 30 years by
enterprises
tive discussion of the subject
handling and marketing of eggs, and of
age.
The agreement provides that the
consequently the improvement of the
Thomas Dixon, the novelist, was a
carriers
shall have an extension of
quality of the egg Itself as it reaches
a politician and a Baptist
the consumer. Coincident with such lawyer,
five
from July 1, 1911, to make
years
to
write
minister before he began
improvement there will be a saving fiction. He was elected a member of equipment conform to the regulations
to the farmer of a great part of the
the legislature of Maryland a year respecting brakes, end and side ladmoney loss at present sustained.
before he had reached the voting der clearances and other appliances
The efforts have so far been direct
on freight cars: and an extension of
age.
ed mainly to education
in better
Forbes Robertson, the actor, is an three years from the date to make the
methods,
with egg buy
has painted many credit required changes on passenger cars;
ers and etate authorities, and experi artist and
and an extension of two years to
able landscapes.
mentation.
The actual
work has
switch
Rex Beach, the author, was once a chanse locomotives, except
There are tweive delightful songs,
Deen done mostly In the state of
"The Climax." Tomorrow Night
His line was engines, which must be made to con- salesman.
traveling
them being "Thursday is my
among
Kansas. The educational work has bricks.
iorm to tne regulations within one
That a live interest in really hgh
I Love You,'
Jonah
"Dixie,
been done by department field men
Day,"
In
exists
class theatrical attractions
Jack London, the novelist, makes year.
You
"Don't
and
Tell"
"The Waning
the
farmers and Impress- a
going among
this city is evinced by the interest
hobby of kite flying and manufac"I Don't Like
Your
Honeymoon,"
ing upon them the necessity of keep tures his own kites.
displayed on the part of local thea
"First and Only," "LoneFamily,"
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Thursday, March 2nd
THAT BEAUTIFUL AND REALISTIC
ICOMEDY OF MODERN LIFE
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sue-wa-

75he

CLIMAX
By EDWARD LOCKE
Musical Theme by Joseph Carl Breil

actor-manage-

COMING ATTRACTIONS

ter-goe-

A PLAY OF SWEETNESS, CHEERFULNESS
AND STRENGTH

SEAT SALE
PRICES

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

Friday, March 3
L. R. WILLARD
OFFERS

The Favorite flusical Triumph
AS PRESENTED

THE

465

1

,

Murphey's and Schaefer's Drug Stores.
$1.50, $1.00 and 75c.

ii

e

IN
CHICAGO

liuudlL

THE

ran

MASTERPIECE OF

Hough, Adams

&

Howard

AND

THE

STELLAR CAST WITH

WL

GEO. EBNER
AND

AMANDA
HENDRICKS

laugh-provokin- g

down-to-dat-

PERFORMANCES

ASSISTED

BY THE FAMOUS

PENNANT WINNING BEAUTY CHORUS
SEAT SALE
PRICES

Murphey's and Schaefer's Drug Stores.
$1.50, $1.00 and 75c.
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i identifies
it with your business. Continuous- S

RHEUMATISM

never turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
f If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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their elasticity, while the continual
swell-airritation to the nerves produces
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inflammation
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Like Meeting.
"I saw today the clashing of two
hard fills."
O. VJ WJ.
'
"What was it?"
Rheumatism in
of the head of Jones'
the only way it is "The meeting
over- William with the policeman's billy.
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possible
come the disease;
itcleansesthe
Natural Reverses.
blood of all uric
The boa constrictor reverses the
acid poison and usual order of embracing, doesn't her'
"How so?"
strengthens the
Tie throws his neck aroid a man's
virinpva so they
out the arms."
filton
.properly
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s.
i
It Is also a wise woman who knows
her own mind.
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Different Brands
of Bourbon and

G. H. Mumms ijCo.
Pommery
GreatWeste
Santerners'
Virginia Dare

Rye, so we have
your brand.

Deidesheimer
Lanbenheimer
Niersteiner

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy

Ml

Special Trade

Apricot Brandy
5

Stars

17

Claret

Imrsteiner
also
White
Port Wine.
and
Port
Sherry
Imported

California Brandy
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LOCAL NEWS

LENT BEGINS TODAY

No long waits

We are fully prepared to furnish
your
table

Euffet

IN CHEESE

Book sale

for

We have imported and domestic in
great variety

J

Several Grades of Cod Fish
Salmon in Brine
Mackerel

uiuiil

mil

fin

at Murphey's,

'

Seed

ment

Price will be advanced to 35c within a
week Buy now Phone Main No. 379

LUDWIG WH.

I

Extra

'

J

LFELD

f)M

FOR 8ALE

Valuable House and Lots in Las
Vegas, N. M.
depth as here.
Desiring to change my residence
from Laa Vegas by reason of my poor
Late copyright books for sale at
health, I offer to sell my house and
50c each at Murphey's.
lots situated on the south side of the
park in said town.
complete gasoline lighting genera
The building i 2 story, built of
tor and five lights for sale cheap
stone, adapted for business, comm-is- Call at White Kitchen.
ing rooms and backyards, with fixtures
for electric light and water
pipes.
The Ladles' Aid Society of the
The rooms now occupied bring me a
Christian church will meet tomorrow
monthly rent of $75.00.
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs
I will sell the premises for $6,500.
D. L. Chambers, 710 Grand avenue.
Terms:
3,500
paid In hand, and
one
in
J,uou
year,
secured by morfc
There will be a regular communica
gage of the premises.
tlon of Chapman Lodge, A. P. and A.
Address all conresponce to
M. tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock.
TRINIDAD ROMERO, Sr.
work in the E. A. and F. C. degrees
Las
N. M.
With large attendances at both Ro February 22nd, 1911. Vegas,
200 copyright books at
mwf 15
Murphey's man Catholic parishes and at ' St.
50 cents each.
Paul's Memorial Episcopal
church,
AVIATION CORPS ON BORDER
Ash Wednesday was observed
thiB
Laredo, Tex., March 1. The Unit
We are closing out eilk dress trim
morning. In the Church of the Imma ed fatates army aviation corns under
ming at cost, up to date in every re culate Conception and the Church of
command of First Lieutenant Benja- spect. Ladies Interested will save Our Lady of Sorrows nRhoa
man u. Foulols, and
accompanied by
money by buying now. ROMERO blessed and distributed
at the early P- - O. Parmalee, has arrived at Fort
MERCANTILE CO.
morning mass. Both churches were Mcintosh to experiment in aviation
well filled for the ceremony. Symbol- along the Mexican
border. A fight
George Fitzsimmons, secretary of ic of
penitence ashes were placed up was scheduled for today.
the Y. M. C. A. was able to be down
on the heads of those in the church.
town today after having been con
At St. Paul's Memorial church two
Do you know tho rrf n v.
fined to his home a couple of days
w .. v
services were held this morning. ailments colrta
by an attack of grip.
Tt
u n..,.
nf
These consisted of the morning pray- dangerous?
mo tuiu
iueeu
1
yu nee to rear, but the serious
er, litany and penitential office at 9
The meeting of the Woman's Home
o'clock and the holy communion at or these are known as icauu iv. 1UOSI
germ diseases.
Missionary society of the First Me- 10:30 o'c'ock.
Pneumonia
and consumption
are
thodist church, which was to have
among them. Why not take Chamto have been held tomorrow afternoon
berlains Coue-- nmoj
Rufus Meade, man cold while you can?
at the home of Airs. Sundt, has been Superintendent
For sale by all
ager of the High School basketball druggists.
postponed indefinitely.
team, says the game between the
No man can get 'to the
front
F. O. Blood says the Duncan oners Highs and the Normal for the city
a certain amount of backbone.
will be played at the
championship
house has been engaged for the even
earliest possible date. The managers
ing of Easter Monday, April 17, when of the two
teams wish to pick out
a play will be put on for the benefit
a night on which there, is no counter
of the park fund. The
play will be attraction in order that, the largest
staged by local talent and Is exnected
possible crowd may be drawn to the
to prove highly entertaining.
game. The game likely will be played next week, probably on Friday
Book sale at Murphey's. $1.35 books
Both teams are practicing
evening.
for 50 cents.
hard for the final struggle and will
be in the best of shape. The Highs
Louis D. Kunkel, who has boen
expect to have their picture taken in
ducting a boxball alley on Sixth street a group this week.
They are laundered perfectly
during the past six weeks, has decide
oy our careful, scientific me-to remove to Santa Fe.
he
Today
Thomas W. Smith, of Las Vegas,
thod.
began packing up his effects. Boxball who is
spending the winter in Phoe
'
is a pleasant
and muscle-buildln- e
nix, Ariz., discovered an Incipient fire
They are washed in pure,
amusement While it was available in the
soft water and only
mills
in
Ryder
that
Planing
specially
nere it gained many devotees.
city recently. He turned in an alarm
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.
and with a few other men, fought the
Regular $1.35 books for 50 cents fire until the fire
arrived
department
at Murphey's.
This process makes them as
Smith's prompt action is said to have
clean and sweet as when
new,
averted a disastrous
conflagration.
March came in like a lamb. Will
it does not shrink them nor
Smith received recognition from the
it
run the colors in the border. .
go out like a lion? If its does not
owner of the building for hi3 services.
some mediaeval weather
will
Mr. Smith is engaged in cement conprophet
We dry them in a germ
be discredited. Farmers and cattle
proof
in Phoenix. He will return
tracting
room and finish them so the
men are hoping the
prophesy will to this city early next month and benap is made as long and soft
come true this , year as a
howling
work on local contracts.
as when new.
sww siorm or heavy rain would come gin
ip. mighty handy about
thirty days
Las Vegas dogs, although numerous
aence.
and strong of voice, are not efficient
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
as is shown, by the fact that a big,
Best draught beer in the
city, at husky jack rabbit ran
clear through
we iDDy, of course.
Phone Main 81.
town and escaped without injury.
Rocks were showered on the hustling
bunny and dogs of every breed and
HAVE FDR
size gave chase.

Clothes
for Boys

i

A

was solemnCassldy,
ized yesterday morning in the Catho
lic church in Mora. The bride and
groom were attended at the altar by
Charles Cassldy and Miss Bessie
Cassidy, sister and brother of the
groom. Mr. Cassidy is associated in
business with his father. Daniel Cas
sldy, in Cleveland. He is a young
business man of ability and is well
known in Las Vegas, where he fre
quently visits. Mrs. Cassldy is a na
tive of Philadelphia. During the past
several years she has been residing
in Mora. She is a popular and accom
plished young woman. Mr. and Mrs.
Cassidy will contninue to reside in
Cleveland.

White Cleaned

Oats..

Bran Corn. Corn Chops
AND- -

U R"

Suits in dark or
light shades with
one or two pairs of

pants.
We will be

to show you.

Ederheimer, Stein & Co.
MAKBftl

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

J!

If

'MllMh4Mll!lMs

$2.00
Each for

t

A

These

Tables

u

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

j

131

ESTABLISHED 18 70

Your

The

Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

First, National Rank
Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
i

i

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

II
1 f

j
h

f

s

A FEW

FINE PINK AZALEAS
JUSTiCOMINGIINTO BLOOM

Worth About $3.50 Each

;

WE

FOR THE
BEST OF

GO TO
THE

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
Cinamon
Crescent
Poppy Seed

then Pneumonia
Is too often the, fatnl
ey's Honev and Tar PTiut ihn ml a
checks the la grippe, and prevents
penumonia. It is a prompt and reliable cough medicine that contains no
narcotics. It is as safe for your
n
as yourself. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
chil-dre-

,

H

-

We Always Have

'.'

Ginger, Cocoanut
Cup, Fruit
Macaroons
'
Kisses, Pies

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store

The most common fliiNA nt tn
nla are disorders of the stomach. Chamberlain's Stomach and T.Ivor TnWot
correct these disorders and enable
you to Bleep. For sale by all

Wholesale
(T&rtin and
Retail

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

Faust Budweiser beer is
d to
,,
the Onora Yar
of Jthe finest draft beers served over
ant bar in thecly7"

Johnson

&

PJoodl

ciS LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. IV. CONDOM

Foot of Main St.

Phono Main 21

,

Pure Ice Manufactured
From DistilledWater
if,

-

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227.

The Kareful Klothirig Kleaning Ko.
Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

BULK

All

Repair Work a Specialty

Phone Vegas 450

;( ;

.

614 Lincoln Avenue

QUEEN
OLIVES

YOU BEG
The buyer to take your article or
property when von hav
i

30c Per Pint

ht

we anxious to buyvhat you have
sell-- get
wa7 Mdder'wW
into line Waiting their
ful?
h
for the thing you offer to sell and
welL
The Optic Want Ad. wheh
v
properly worded" and nut hofaro

meS?8aI?i

Tony

On taD at.

1.

1

mil
-

GROCER.

i

fry a

dram" of Old Taylor bourbon

at the Opera bar.
rels on the bar.

Served from

bar-

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

Son

Hoosier Agents.

Goods Called for and Delivered

AT

4

COOKIES, Sugar

the Best of Everything Eatable at

'

Fromage De Brie
Camembert
Roquefort
American Swiss
Imported Swiss
Edam
American Cream

CAKES, Layer

Angel Food ,.;
Gold.Loai
.
j Wme, Raisen

,'

A Cold, La Grippe,

CHEESE

BREAD of all kinds
Rolls, Pan

n

men's and girls' basketball teams of
me ias Vegas High school. A line
parfty at the Photoplay will be followed by lunch. Mr. Dennis coached the
girls team.

Boneless Cod Fish,
Salt Mackerel
Salt Herring
Smoked Herring
Kippered Herring
Real Findon Haddock
Lobsters
Crab
Shrimp
Clams
Salmon
Sardines

Ranch Phone 276.

BAKERY GOODS

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dennis
tonight
will entertain the members of the

Eg FISH

Periry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main 462,

LENT

V

I

in

OF

of our exten-

sive spring purchase
of

-

.

Timothy Hay
"01 PIE

'

A

We have just re- ceived a large ship-

30c a POUND

book

$1.50

u M.IMIJ UUJIn

1

T

A wedding that will prove of interest to many La Vegas people is
Visitors to Santa Fe say snow fell that of Miss
Rose McCloskey
and
there yesterday to about the same James J.
which

PIICV

AI WAVC

,

Automobile, carriage and ' sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

Medium, small and large.

1

cents.

Tamp
Kentucky Blue Grass

the bar at Long's

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fan
cy gowns.- - 1017 Tllden. Telephone
Main 357.

White Fish, Herring, Anchovies, Fire Fish
and over 20 different varieties of Sardines
and Canned Fish to select from at

rTHAT'Q

5."

.if
;SI,

I

f
Old Crow sold over

with everything necessary to
properly observe the season

TUP

at" NoletU's barber

Stop; '

1911

.

an immediate market and at such little cost

Each Wan? Ad

U

.

